DOCTORS REFUTING CORONAVIRUS

Note: Director-General of WHO, Ethiopian Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is the first WHO D-G who is not a medical doctor. He holds an undergraduate degree in biology, a masters degree in immunology of infectious diseases and a PhD in community health.

BRUTAL: 5 awful facts about WHO's Tedros Adhanom:

Open letter to the WHO: Purge Dr. Tedros Adhanom out or face the shame!:
https://www.ethiopianregistrar.com/open-letter-purge-dr-tedros-adhanom-or-face-shame-muluken-gebeyew/

On 23rd May 2017, the World Health Organization (WHO) elected Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus (the former politburo member of Tigray People’s Liberation Front) as its Director-General, despite an alarming oppositions from Ethiopians who have been suppressed by the regime he served as one of chief architects of TPLF/EPRDF-led dictatorial regime in Ethiopia. Several individuals and Ethiopian organizations wrote open letter (see references) and organised demonstrations outside UN office in Geneva, including a voice from an Ethiopian diaspora activist in the meeting hall to alarm his unsuitability to lead the noble organization. WHO members ignored the worrying opposition and dismissed it as losers and detractors. …

Ayyadurai
Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai ~ "Inventor Of Email! World Crisis & Political Power Structure" [Age Of Truth TV]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAE8C0iEoRQ
(US) Dr.SHIVA LIVE: Time for Truth on Coronavirus: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFczfwW99kU

**Berg**
(US) Dr. Eric Berg Important Lesson From the Spanish Flu Pandemic of 1918: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyrcYVH6qtU

**Bhakdi**
Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi — one of the most cited research scientists in German history published a video where he reiterates that "Implementation of the current draconian measures that so extremely restrict fundamental rights can only be justified if there is reason to fear that a truly, exceptionally dangerous virus is threatening us. Do any scientifically sound data exist to support his contention for COVID-19? […] The answer is simply: NO!" [emphasis mine]

**Buttar**

**Coleman**
(UK) Dr. Vernon Coleman: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZ8sQQvqrE&fbclid=IwAR3_9HibLMLoqLA2HJjUwRMap-GYKKoK1q_3TDbdo4Q2QM2kW1g9zjQ3s

**Cowan**
(US?) Dr. Thomas Cowan: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=11&v=jh1T4c3wP8I&feature=emb_logo

**Coldwell**

**Kaufman**
Dr Kaufman M.D. explains how this is all fake: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZzIxnCHVDM

**Klinghardt**
(INT) Dr. Klinghardt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgj-VT5Ivh0&feature=youtu.be

**Kyle-Siddell**
COVID-19 is a condition of oxygen deprivation, not pneumonia… VENTILATORS may be causing the lung damage, not the virus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc5r2o&feature=emb_logo AND https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-education/bombshell-plea-nyc-icu-
A NYC physician named Cameron Kyle-Sidell has posted two videos on YouTube, pleading for health practitioners to recognize that COVID-19 is not a pneumonia-like disease at all. It’s an oxygen deprivation condition, and the use of ventilators may be doing more harm than good with some patients. The ventilators themselves, due to the high-pressure methods they are running, may be damaging the lungs and leading to widespread harm of patients.

Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell describes himself as an “ER and critical care doctor” for NYC. “In these nine days I have seen things I have never seen before,” he says. Before publishing his video, we confirmed that Dr. Kyle-Sidell is an emergency medicine physician in Brooklyn and is affiliated with the Maimonides Medical Center located in Brooklyn.

In his video (see below), he goes on to warn the world that the entire approach to treating COVID-19 may be incorrect, and that the disease is something completely different from what the dogmatic medical establishment is claiming.

“In treating these patients, I have witnessed medical phenomena that just don’t make sense in the context of treating a disease that is supposed to be a viral pneumonia,” he explains.

He talks about how he opened a critical care using expecting to be treating patients with a viral pneumonia infection that would progress into Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS). But that the disease acted nothing like ARDS. “This is the paradigm that every hospital in the country is working under,” he warns. “And yet, everything I’ve seen in the last nine days, all the things that just don’t make sense, the patients I’m seeing in front of me, the lungs I’m trying to improve, have led me to believe that COVID-19 is not this disease, and that we are operating under a medical paradigm that is untrue.”

More from Dr. Kyle-Sidell: (emphasis added)

In short, I believe we are treating the wrong disease, and I fear that this misguided treatment will lead to a tremendous amount of harm to a great number of people in a very short time… I feel compelled to give this information out.

COVID-19 lung disease, as far as I can see, is not a pneumonia and should not be treated as one. Rather, it appears as if some kind of viral-induced disease most resembling high altitude sickness. Is it as if tens of thousands of my fellow New Yorkers are on a plane at 30,000 feet at the cabin pressure is slowly being let out. These patients are slowly being starved of oxygen.

[See below Joe Imbriano on 60 GHz]

And while [patients] absolutely look like patients on the brink of death, they do not look like patients dying from pneumonia… I suspect that the patients I’m seeing in front of me, look as if a person was dropped off on the top of Mt. Everest without time to acclimate.

He goes on to explain that ventilators, in some cases, may be doing far more harm than good. When we treat people with ARDS, we typically use ventilators to treat respiratory failure. But these patients’ muscles work fine. I fear that if we are using a false paradigm to treat a new disease, then the method that we program [into] the ventilator, one based on respiratory failure as opposed to oxygen failure, that this method being widely adopted … aims to increase pressure on the lungs in order to open them up, is actually doing more harm than good, and that the pressure we are providing to lungs, we may be providing to lungs that cannot take it. And that the ARDS that we are seeing, may be nothing more than lung injury caused by the ventilator.

There are hundreds of thousands of lungs in this country at risk.

In other words, the real disease appears to cause oxygen deprivation in victims, not pneumonia. This is critically important for all the obvious reasons, and it raises huge questions about the origins of the coronavirus and whether there is some additional external factor beyond the virus that may be causing a combined effect that results in severe oxygen deprivation.

Lee

(UK) Dr. John Lee, retired professor of pathology and a former consultant pathologist for UK’s National Health Service, reiterates in an article that “Covid-19 deaths are a substantial over-estimate”, and that “the measured increase in numbers of deaths is not necessarily a cause for alarm, unless it demonstrates excess deaths” – 340 deaths out of 46,000 shows we are not near this at present.”

Lohse

“The director of the University Medical Center Hamburg, Dr. Ansgar Lohse, demands a quick end to curfews and contact bans. He argues that more people should be infected with corona. Kitas
and schools should be reopened as soon as possible so that children and their parents can become immune through infection with the corona virus. The continuation of the strict measures would lead to an economic crisis, which would also cost lives, [emphasis mine] said the physician." (Via SPG)

**Mercola**


**Montagnier**

(France) Dr Montagnier on COVID19 and Oxidative Stress: (short) https://vimeo.com/397261221

(and long/full) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4fC9dBo6uQ&feature=youtu.be

Nobel-prize-winner Dr. Luc Montagnier On Coronavirus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roYcVHcKGzY

**Raoult**

(France) Professeur Didier Raoult, Directeur de l'Institut Méditerranée Infection et spécialiste des maladies infectieuses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j37S3fuF3w8

**Sircus**

(US) Dr. Sircus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trmW7zE4SPg&feature=youtu.be

**Solaimanzadeh**

Dr. Isaac Solaimanzadeh, practitioner of Internal Medicine at the Interfaith Medical Center in Brooklyn, is supporting what Dr. Kyle-Sidell is saying in the video about coronavirus being something more like high altitude high altitude pulmonary edema than a viral driven pneumonia: https://drsircus.com/coronavirus/medical-gas-coronavirus-therapy/

He stated: “While anti-viral approaches and vaccines are being considered immediate countermeasures are unavailable. Both COVID-19 and HAPE exhibit a decreased ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure to fractional inspired oxygen with concomitant hypoxia and tachypnea. There also appears to be a tendency for low carbon dioxide levels in both as well.”

Carbon dioxide is an essential medical gas. Medical gases trigger naturally occurring physiological responses, enhancing the human body’s preventive and self-healing capabilities. Medical gases include carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, nitrogen oxide and most recently hydrogen can be employed at home or in ICU to treat the worst symptoms of a coronavirus infection.

**Hydrogen to the Rescue if You Cannot Breathe**

Ford and GE Healthcare goal is to produce 50K ventilators within 100 days. Everyone is scrambling for ventilators. But what they should be scrambling to get are hydrogen inhalation devices. Too many people on ventilators die yet with hydrogen gas people can quickly start breathing with ease again. I have been saying for two years in my Hydrogen Medicine book that in the future oxygen should never be given without hydrogen, especially for critical situations like end stage coronavirus infections. …

**Stilmann**

Dr. Stilmann on the connection between 5G and "coronavirus": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vbd0R1-pXxs&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR16eP6NXYZ8ld8sn3SnfuanhVzlwqvbTlYYFu8GqIlywNZKI3Xkv9aWvAo

**Wodarg**

(Germany) Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg: https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/dr-wolfgang-wodarg-confirms-this-is-an-insane-panic/

**Wolfe**

Dr. Darrell Wolfe: #236 - CORONAVIRUS PT. 1 - LIAR LIAR PANTS ON FIRE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZWEZsWo1Gg&feature=youtu.be

**Young**

Coronavirus And Health Dr Robert O Young: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZswSYwnR724&fbclid=IwAR13Mi5cmJyd-FHRXYagtfhAydZHpj_ki6AktYlMDpulLk-klPm6P7cKpg
Nameless Australian: EXCELLENT EXPLANATION: You can’t catch covid 19 your government is lying: https://vimeo.com/403629258 AND https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9E_yAp0xx0&feature=youtu.be … “The only way you can catch a virus is by having it injected into your bloodstream.” [Don’t take those vaccines, folks!]

____________________

AI / MIND CONTROL

Film IHuman mentioned in the above (also under AI here): https://cphdox.shift72.com/film/ihuman/

Artificial intelligence and the Chinese plot to control the world - Cyrus A. Parsa interviewed by Shai Danon, 28 December 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJZWNvAgx20

DNA frequency bioweapon links targeted individuals to artificial intelligence hive mind control grid: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEgZQqP9SMs&feature=emb_logo http://www.ukfamilylawreform.co.uk/


This is the most significant and important lawsuit of the 21st century, and it impacts the entire world. CEO’s and Founders Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk, Sergey Brin, Larry Page and Sandar Pichai are also named as defendants along with their companies.

CASE SUMMARY FACTS

Endangering Humanity with the misuse of Artificial Intelligence, Complicity and Aiding in Physical Genocide inside of China by transferring AI Technology, Engaging in Cultural Genocide of Humanity, & Controlling and programming the Human Race by Social Engineering via AI coding and AI algorithmic biometric manipulation

This is phase 1 of first lawsuit. We are open for support at a global level. We have a network of thousands around the world and tens of thousands in China, who are witnesses and have been harmed in China from the defendants technology and data transfer. The following are Federal Case Compliant Summary Facts Extracted from the official document filed in San Diego, California. To find out details of financial, personal and corrective behavioral demands, you may access the case in the federal court data base. …

____________________

CONTROL

6.4.20 – Janet Phelan - Justice in the time of corona: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/justice-in-the-time-of-corona.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9b0a7e9ef2-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utmcampaign=0_b6c7f76bd-9b0a7e9ef2-308367887

“I discovered to my joy, that it is life, not death, that has no limits.” Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Love in the Time of Cholera

One of the casualties of Covid-19 has been our system of justice. The First Amendment to the Constitution, granting freedom of assembly, freedom to practice one’s chosen religion, and even freedom of speech is being trampled upon in the face of the corona crisis. The fact that this illness may possibly be no more dangerous than the seasonal flu pandemics of recent years is not apparently part of the national dialogue.

Michigan recently issued an order for all nonessential workers to stay home, citing the potential to arrest violators on misdemeanor charges. In that state, misdemeanors carry a punishment of up to a year in jail. Other states have issued similar orders, and in Washington DC and elsewhere, you
can be jailed and fined for leaving your house. A recent *Los Angeles Times* article detailed the arrest of a paddle boarder on the coast off of Malibu, among other violators.

Well, we don’t want him infecting the fish, right?

In many states, courts are now closed. The DOJ has asked Congress for the suspension of habeas corpus and for the right to detain suspects *indefinitely without trial*.

Other legal rights are under attack. According to this article, an effort is afoot in California to waive transparency laws.

Noting that city resources and personnel are stretched thin responding to the pandemic, the executive director of the League of California Cities asked (Governor) Newsom last week to “take immediate action to pause certain statutory requirements.”

These “statutory requirements” include the public records act and financial disclosures of public officials.

While we are watching our legal protections swirl down the toilet, it is important to remember that they are really pretty illusory. In one recent instance, and in an apparent effort to obscure information relating to a human experimentation project being forcibly inflicted on psychiatric inmates, UCLA Hospitals and Clinics ignored their legal obligations under the California Public Records Act — long before the corona crisis hit.

All was not well in our justice system prior to corona. Fundamentally, our system of justice relies on the integrity of our judges. Long before the corona crisis hit, hard hitting questions were emerging referencing the mounting evidence that state court judges were routinely receiving bribes and payoffs. It is now appearing that federal judges can be added to the list of those who are similarly self-enriching at the cost of justice.

The revelations that somewhere in the realm of two-thirds of state court probate judges researched had loan histories redolent of money laundering and bribe taking are now being echoed in other “high stakes” courts.

By “high stakes” here we mean courts through which money flows like a virtual waterfall. With 30 trillion dollars set to be transferred from the baby boomers to their heirs, and much of these funds now diverted through adult guardianship courts, these proceedings can certainly be thought of as “high stakes.”


(For those not yet aware of the concerns prompted by probate judges’ excessive loan activities, this brief Russia Today interview lays out the territory)

Tax court could be considered another money-rich venue. A recent investigation of a federal tax court judge, the Honorable Michael B. Thornton, has raised questions as to his loan activity, which appears to be excessive and of concern.

Thornton, who was at one time Chief Tax Court Judge, has been serving as a judge for over twenty years. During this time span, Thornton has encumbered his personal residence with approximately $2.5 million in loans, loans which he pays back very quickly.

For example, the initial mortgage taken out on his property at time of purchase in 1999 was for $428,000 and was paid back in full by 2003. In the meantime, he again mortgaged the property in 2002 for $540,000, a loan which he paid back by 2004. The property was mortgaged twice in 2004—once for $609,000 and again for $592,000. It appears that the loan for $609,000 was satisfied within three years. ...

There is a positive side to all this, however. As increasingly people are becoming alarmed at the creeping fascism attached to the official corona virus response, we are seeing that more and more people are asking questions as to what is the motive and intent behind this draconian assault on civil liberties. To paraphrase Paul Anka, “Waking Up is Hard To Do” and we now see people doing so in droves. If we have any possibility of reinstating a free and just society, public knowledge and awareness are absolutely critical.

6.4.20 – Michael Snyder - For A glimpse into your dystopian police state future, just visit your local Walmart: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/for-a-glimpse-into-your-dystopian-police-state-future-just-visit-your-local-walmart.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9b0a7e9ef2-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=6_b0c7f7f76bd-9b0a7e9ef2-3883678987

Things are really starting to get crazy out there. All over the country, “non-essential” businesses have been forced to shut down, but because Walmart sells food and other basic supplies it gets to be one of the “essential” businesses that stays open. However, a trip to your local Walmart now will be far different from what you remember previously. When you arrive, you will find that a very
narrow entry corridor has been taped off with yellow security tape, and only a very limited number of shoppers are being allowed in at any one time. And once you get inside, you will discover that there are very strict limits on what you are permitted to purchase. I know that all of this sounds incredibly bizarre, but it is really happening. The following is what one of my contacts reported when she visited her local Walmart…

Wow, so we just got back from Walmart in Pine Bluff, AR…they herded us in, like cattle…I kid you not….we had to go through a taped-off line and they had only one door open instead of the two they normally have. They have a 5 person limit in Magnolia, AR…..and security guards at the door as well…armed security guards. You can only buy one loaf of bread and the store closed at 7PM…normally open 24 hours. It is CRAZY….someone opened a side door by accident and alarms started going off. I joked to the lady next to me “Oh crap, someone must have taken more than a dozen eggs!”

You can see some video of what these taped off entry corridors looks like right here. Obviously, a lot of the customers are quite concerned about potentially catching the virus because they are wearing masks or other coverings over their mouths.

And it is also being reported that very creepy social distancing instructions are being repeatedly broadcast over the speakers as shoppers circulate through the stores. Just days ago, Walmart stores all over the nation were operating normally. But then on Friday, draconian new restrictions were suddenly announced…

6.4.20 – Daisy Luther: The government wants to decide what items are essential and what things you’re not allowed to buy: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/the-government-wants-to-decide-what-items-are-essential-and-what-things-youre-not-allowed-to-buy.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9b0a7e9ef2-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-9b0a7e9ef2-388367887

Vermont has decided to choose for you what is essential and what is not, banning the sale of non-essential items at stores like Target, Walmart, and Costco. The Agency of Commerce and Community Development (ACCD) is directing large “big box” retailers, such as Walmart, Target and Costco, with in-store sales of food, beverage and pharmacy, as well as electronics, toys, clothing, and the like to cease in-person sales of non-essential items in order to reduce the number of people coming into the stores. “Large ‘big box’ retailers generate significant shopping traffic by virtue of their size and the variety of goods offered in a single location,” said Agency of Commerce and Community Development Secretary Lindsay Kurrle. “This volume of shopping traffic significantly increases the risk of further spread of this dangerous virus to Vermonters and the viability of Vermont’s health care system. We are directing these stores to put public health first and help us reduce the number of shoppers by requiring on-line ordering, delivery and curbside pickup whenever possible, and by stopping the sale of non-essential items.” (source)

Retailers are asked to close certain areas of the stores, rope them off to deny access, or pull non-essentials from their shelves. What’s considered non-essential?

The Burlington Free Press reports the following items have been deemed non-essential purchases:

- Arts and crafts items.
- Beauty supplies.
- Carpet and flooring.
- Clothes.
- Consumer electronics.
- Entertainment (books, music, movies).
- Furniture.
- Home and garden.
- Jewelry.
- Paint.
- Photo services.
- Sports equipment.
- Toys.
So a store you’re already at is telling you that grabbing some hand lotion to soothe your dry, cracked skin from the constant application of hand sanitizer is non-essential? Getting a book to read while you’re locked down is against the rules? You can’t do a home improvement project while you’re stuck at home?
I fail to see how this is going to stop the spread of a coronavirus if the shopper is already at the store and the employees are also already at the store. …

**Army deployed on the Isle of Wight to impose ‘virus’ restrictions** - this is the next stage and it was always coming from day one. WAKE UP PEOPLE: [https://www.islandecho.co.uk/army-arrive-on-the-island-as-coronavirus-crisis-deepens/](https://www.islandecho.co.uk/army-arrive-on-the-island-as-coronavirus-crisis-deepens/)

‘The British Army have arrived on the Isle of Wight this weekend as the coronavirus crisis continues, with 25 confirmed cases and 4 deaths locally. Soldiers, believed to be from the Scots Guards, have taken up residence on the Island tonight (Saturday) and are expected to help local authorities in managing the developing situation, which could include building field hospitals, distributing personal protective equipment and other logistical activities.
It’s thought that up to 40 troops have been mobilised to the Isle of Wight but it is unclear if they will be here for days, weeks or months. There has been no official word from the Isle of Wight Council, the Ministry of Defence nor the Isle of Wight NHS Trust.’

**How we are at risk of descending into authoritarianism:**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHE3OerDKEY&fbclid=IwAR3P16nxqghbaEy0wmsZTo0A5jw20A9RQ16G6Y5WiUdQV9QNUW65cgJ4s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHE3OerDKEY&fbclid=IwAR3P16nxqghbaEy0wmsZTo0A5jw20A9RQ16G6Y5WiUdQV9QNUW65cgJ4s)

FROM A CORRESPONDENT
Shades of the Poll Tax riots?: [https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-britain-5g-idUSKBN21M0MS](https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-britain-5g-idUSKBN21M0MS)

it seems that "Vodafone, the world's second largest mobile operator, said the attacks were now a matter of national security."

**ANALYSIS**

30.3.20 - VITAL VIEWING TO UNDERSTAND THE ONGOING FINANCIAL COUP PERPETRATED AGAINST THE PEOPLE AND THE COMING DISPOSSESSION (original German with subtitles): #Corona: The Collapse of the System (Ernst Wolff):
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3AKLyrbW_t0s40Xun0bpzrUKljNMHRXoDEtDyEpgx3fheD6L1ARN_pXw&v=8LYjOEib9il&app=desktop](https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3AKLyrbW_t0s40Xun0bpzrUKljNMHRXoDEtDyEpgx3fheD6L1ARN_pXw&v=8LYjOEib9il&app=desktop)

7.4.20 - John Peterson: overview of virus and downstream implications (audio):

All the people who die in hospitals with the coronavirus are deemed to be dying of the coronavirus: [https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/05/covid19-death-figures-a-substantial-over-estimate/?fbclid=IwAR30UrF3QFyxRuu_z-l2GNHE3IIA7WMT90-yfBY_rRUWAZ3jX2H9EJEvKGc](https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/05/covid19-death-figures-a-substantial-over-estimate/?fbclid=IwAR30UrF3QFyxRuu_z-l2GNHE3IIA7WMT90-yfBY_rRUWAZ3jX2H9EJEvKGc)

'Covid 19' and 5G - What's the connection? The David Icke Dot Connector Videocast:
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujqyiQO8TFc&feature=emb_logo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujqyiQO8TFc&feature=emb_logo)

(Updated daily, see below) Facts about Covid-19: [https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/](https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/)

Fully referenced facts about Covid-19, provided by experts in the field, to help our readers make a realistic risk assessment.

**Corona Chronicles: because lies are the virus and truth is the cure:**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naRRzEnNXyA&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=naRRzEnNXyA&feature=youtu.be)
Italy's communist recipe for disaster: https://www.smithandwessonforums.com/forum/news-links-political-talk-forum/209631-italy-s-communist-recipe-disaster.html

_________________

CENSORSHIP

How to download something from Youtube. It's easy:
2. You paste the youtube link you wish to download.
3. You press download (bar starts to pre-download).
5. Ready to watch and store on your PC.

7.4.20 - Youtube to deletes every video making a connection between CoVi19 and 5 G: https://t3n.de/news/youtube-entfernt-5g-corona-1269176/


6.4.20 - Youtube changes policy and is going to erase lots of 'conspiracy' videos about Coronavirus and 5G: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/05/youtube-to-suppress-content-spreading-coronavirus-5g-conspiracy-theory AND https://news.slashdot.org/story/20/04/06/0316243/after-four-more-phone-masts-attacked-youtube-promises-to-remove-some-5g-conspiracy-videos

2 messages from the UK Mail Online....
Look at the amount of likes...46 is the highest out there.

Government to meet with social media giants to tackle 'crazed conspiracy theory' that 5G causes coronavirus following a spate of arson attacks on mobile masts

5G is not responsible for Covid 19 but it weakens the immune system and make people more susceptible to falling ill. That is not the same as saying 5G CAUSE covid 19. But 5G is not good in any way for any of us.

Scientists slam celebrities such as Woody Harrelson, Calum Best and Lee Ryan for 'fanning the flames' of false conspiracy theory blaming 5G technology for coronavirus

5G kills.... There's lots of scientific research showing harm from 5g radiation ...all suppressed by the mainstream media.

We have received a number of complaints about the comment you made on article "Government to meet with social media giants to tackle 'crazed conspiracy theory' that 5G causes coronavirus following a spate of arson attacks on mobile masts" (/sciencetech/article-8191917/Social-media-giants-urged-deal-5G-conspiracy-theorists.html), at 06/04/2020

We have reviewed your comment made on "Government to meet with social media giants to tackle 'crazed conspiracy theory' that 5G causes coronavirus following a spate of arson attacks on mobile
masts" (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8191917/Social-media-giants-urged-deal-5G-conspiracy-theorists.html), 06/04/2020 at 14:06 and exercised our discretion not to re-instate it on MailOnline.

And

Due to the number of complaints received, your comment has been removed from MailOnline. Should the situation change, we will review and consider re-publishing. Until such time, your comment will remain off the site. To avoid this happening again, please take the time to review the House Rules and site Terms and Conditions.

6.4.20 - David Icke CENSORED – YOUTUBE REMOVED THIS VIDEO WITHIN TWO HOURS

THE CORONAVIRUS CONSPIRACY: HOW COVID-19 WILL SEIZE YOUR RIGHTS & DESTROY OUR ECONOMY

David joined us to talk about the CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC, the worldwide COVID-19 LOCKDOWN, and the looming global economic recession.

LATEST (7.4.20): https://www.davidicke.com/article/567418/david-icke-live-london-real-today-330pm-uk

BACK AGAIN: https://www.davidicke.com/article/567418/david-icke-live-london-real-today-330pm-uk

Comment on what happened from Brian Rose: DAVID ICKE YOUTUBE VIDEO BAN UPDATE - We Are Working Now To Get A New Version on www.LondonReal.tv:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjXuixiN8fg

Brian Rose of London Real uploaded several short, chilling videos about the today's DI interview...

1. I'm Worried About David Icke Today... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN_6igBLuyc&t=1s
2. David Icke Just Left The Building & This Us What He Taught Me https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsnQsqYvXwM
3. YouTube Just Deleted Our David Icke Video - Go to www.londonreal.tv to watch it - it's muted (who muted it? is it a publicity trick of Brian Rose?) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gr993_E6aGc
4. DAVID ICKE YOUTUBE VIDEO BAN UPDATE - We Are Working Now To Get A New Version on www.LondonReal.tv : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjXuixiN8fg

David Icke posted the video on his page:


SHORT EXCERPTS FROM THIS LONDON REAL DAVID ICKE INTERVIEW

Best way to deal with coronavirus pandemic: will this end with troops in the street? | David Icke: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjAARikd3SA&t=24s

David Icke just left the building & this us what he taught me:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsnQsqYvXwM

CORRESPONDENT:

- I've just found a BBC tweet from today on an Italian friend's FB... Even if they are trying to convince themselves that there is no issue, the doubt is out there!

- Spanish newspaper utterly stupid article also from today stating the same, in the same style: "it's not because it's not because we say so"-reasoning. People are not stupid and they leave their comments about it.

6.4.20 – Dana Ashlie - Video Removed & BBC inferred I lied. My 2 cents. They are using unlicensed frequencies, around 60 GHz and 800 MHz.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s&list=UUBizESL5Wcvcxs2eB6h0txQ
6.4.20 – We may never return to normal by Henry Makow: https://www.henrymakow.com/2020/04/we-may-never-return-to-normal.html
I sold my shares in a Canadian gold producer which suspended operations here despite not having a single person with the sniffles. There's no guarantee this bogus emergency will end May 1. A hoax can be maintained forever. Multiply this scenario a few million times on a global scale. Apart from world wars, humanity has never been under such a threat. Who has the power to send the whole world to its room? Only the world central banking cartel. The Rothschilds. Bill Gates is a cutout. His dad was their lawyer. The best explanation for this absurd suicidal overkill is occult - our adversary is PURE EVIL. (Satanism Explained.) Satan destroys his adherents. Humanity has been inducted into a satanic cult. A satanic cult controls and exploits its members by corrupting and making them sick. Satanists believe society must be destroyed in order to be rebuilt according to their demented specifications.

POLICE STATE
So far, we've been operating on the assumption that the virus "will fade away" (Bill Gates' words) in a month or two. However this scenario assumes the Illuminati simply seek monetary gain. They have a political agenda more important than money. They want total control. They want to leverage their monopoly over credit into a monopoly over everything. In 1938, Illuminati insider Chaim Rakovsky told his NKVD interrogator that the central bankers created the Communist state as a "machine of total power." In the past, due to many factors, "there was always room for individual freedom. Do you understand that those who already partially rule over nations and worldly governments have pretensions to absolute domination? Understand that this is the only thing which they have not yet reached."
In a disturbing 90 minute interview, Celeste Bishop Solum, who worked for FEMA for 20 years says their goals are 1.) Test and register the DNA of every American which will prove a gold mine for the pharmaceutical industry. 2. Force Americans to accept a cocktail of vaccinations, some of which will sterilize them. 3. Inject Americans with serums containing nanoparticles which fuse with human tissue and allow them to control and monitor with a computer. This is linked to the introduction of 5G. Essentially Americans will need a certificate called the ID2020 if they want to regain their freedom of movement. Only these people will be allowed to attend mass events, like NFL games. Presumably, only these people will be able to work and support their families. At first, I thought this woman was over the top. But then I read these statements by Bill Gates: Bill Gates: "Mass public gatherings might never be allowed unless everyone is vaccinated (i.e. poisoned)"
In a TED talk March 24, Gates said: "Eventually what we'll have to have is certificates of who's a recovered person, who's a vaccinated person [...] Because you don't want people moving around the world where you'll have some countries that won't have it under control, sadly. You don't want
to completely block off the ability for people to go there and come back and move around. So eventually there will be this digital immunity proof that will help facilitate the global reopening up." Here, Gates asserts that everyone needs to be "tested" and we should prepare vaccines for new pandemics.

Yesterday, Gates said that thanks to "social distancing" cases should "level off" by the end of April.

But, Gates predicted things won't "go back to truly normal until we have a vaccine that we've gotten out to basically the entire world."

Yesterday, Dr. Anthony Fauci predicted the coronavirus "will become a seasonal event" (like the flu?) The head of the St. Louis Fed said, all Americans may need to be tested for Coronavirus before economy can be restarted.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT

There's a lot of angry energy out there that needs to be harnessed, focused on liberating souls who are trapped in fear. We should be looking at / discussing high-impact ways to do that.

Thomas Hobbes's theory of fear [1651] has two major implications for his political theory.

One implication is how men's mutual fear is the source of a commonwealth by institution.

The second implication is that sovereign power is the source of fear, and that sovereign power also uses that fear to govern people.

These two implications have not been analyzed fully in past studies. In a way, a sovereign captures mutual fear reigning in a multitude and transforms it into a political tool designed for governing subjects. Machiavelli's model for The Prince was Vlad the Impaler.

Possessing the right and power to cause death, a sovereign takes the place of God on earth.

A sovereign has certain expectations of citizens: they should obey and honour the sovereign as they obey and honour God.

Analyzing Hobbes's concepts of mimesis, aisthesis and honouring reveals how Hobbes aimed to construct a political object, the State, that would impact the whole sensory experience of the subject.

Hobbes's political thought was similar to the early (+/-220 BCE) Chinese "Legalist School" (fa zhi, rule of law). Legalists are outer-directed, wealth & power-oriented, experts in the arts of enriching and strengthening the state: they created a rationalized military and bureaucratic machine, brought masses into line by a severe penal system and incentive for good performance. Goal was a community governed by regulations, enforced by the twin motives of fear and hope of profit.

I wrote a lot about this when I was doing research at XXXX in the 90s: Mao was a legalist, pure and simple; keep 'em barefoot and stupid.

Most people, even intelligent ones, seem to believe that Chinese governments actually  use Confucius to govern. Fact is, all dynasties have professed to use Confucian, Buddhist or Taoist precepts to govern, but those are window dressing, and the well-thumbed fa zhi book they keep in the top drawer was written around the time of HuangTi, emperor of the dynasty that founded China. It was the shortest on record, 14 years I think ... and that was when they built the Great Wall with the slave labour of intellectuals, and buried some alive who couldn't work, and burned most of the books (I Ching was hidden away by scholars). They did this because the Legalist government of Ch'in did not want occult knowledge to be used in a way that could challenge the power and authority of the state.

I think history repeats itself, time for a show of courage as David Icke so beautifully expressed. The happy ending to the story of Huang Ti, the "Tiger of Ch'in" was his rapid defeat and creation of the Han dynasty...and the longest period of peace China has to this day ever known.

From: The Handbook for the New Paradigm:

"Remember that we are not to consider the actions or the reactions of the other side. We are going to be dreaming within little known possibilities; therefore all things are possible. The contingent plans of the other side can only work in their known reality. You are going to be setting up a reality that is far outside anything that they have even considered. It is this level of creativity that we are striving to encourage you to reach...Remember your imagination is the entry point to the "mind of
7.4.20 - Patriots control the Exchange Stabilization Fund:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/patriots-control-the-esf/
It really looks like the coronavirus #Plannedemic is the Deep State's attempt to stop Trump and to microchip us with their ID2020 vaccine.
This is why Trump keeps talking about hydroxychloroquine - to obviate the need for their vaccine - which is, in turn, why the Big Pharma Deep State and its minions are pushing back on the anti-malarial drug, with some states' minion governors even blocking its prescription to COVID-19 patients, that has been shown to be extremely effective in controlled studies done in France, Italy and Brazil. …
It drives me crazy that everyone is calling everything the "coronavirus", instead of what it really is, which is a battle royale with the central bankers. When Trump talks about about the "invisible enemy", that is what he's talking about. …

7.4.20 - David Wilcock: Alliance Win Is Inevitable – Details:
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/david-wilcock-alliance-win-inevitable-details/
[Note from compiler: all of this is speculation at this point]

Biblical war between Alliance (good) and Cabal/Deep State/Swamp (bad)
Modern conflict begins in early 1950s (Cold War) with President Eisenhower
Alliance has made several unsuccessful attempts to bring down Cabal
- 1952 President Eisenhower blocked from invading Area 51
- President Kennedy assassinated
- Iran-Contra Affair
- President Reagan assassination attempt
- Whitewater Investigation (really Chinagate) and demolition of Murrow Building to destroy documents
- 911 and demolition of documents at both World Trade Center and Navy section of Pentagon

Both sides have Looking Glass Technology
- No matter what scenario is run, the timeline keeps collapsing to a single outcome – Cabal defeat
- Both sides know what Q says – “Game Over”
- Cabal now only delaying their inevitable demise

Upcoming 3 Days of Darkness
- No internet or telephone
- Alliance engineers must remove “dark nodes” in internet to remove choke points & Deep State surveillance mechanisms
- POTUS will communicate with population via Emergency Broadcast System
- Deep State criminals being rounded up in these 3 days as over 160,000 indictments unsealed world-wide
- After criminal round-up, there will be two days of TV airing three 8 hour segments explaining to population what has happened

Satanic Pedophila will be exposed
- Massive tunnel warfare across United States is occurring
- Large numbers of children, who are being held as sex slaves and producers of adrenochrome, will be liberated
- Children will be sheltered on the Comfort and Mercy Naval ships

World Economic Reset is Underway
- POTUS is nationalizing the Federal Reserve, a criminal organization that has stolen tens of trillions of dollars from the people
- New world currencies will likely be unveiled soon
- Trump, Xi, Putin and other world leaders working in concert to bring down Rothschild Central Banking System world-wide

POUTS reorganizing world energy sector
Plummeting oil prices are meant to bankrupt petrodollar dependent CABAL

**This is the Second American Revolution**
- Citizens will learn how their nation has been highjacked and how they have been held hostage as debt slaves
- Citizens will learn how they have been massively brainwashed for 100+ years
- Citizens will reclaim the Republic of the United States
- The original Constitution will be re-instated
- Admiralty Law will be replaced by Common Law (all lawyers and judges will be re-trained)

**Declassification**
- POTUS will declass major events
- JFK assassination
- 9/11
- Secret Space Technology – free energy & anti-gravity
- Extraterrestrial Contact

---

**CONSPIRACY**

7.4.20 – Martin Armstrong: Bill Gates is Hitler — Be Chipped or Die!:
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/martin-armstrong-bill-gates-is-hitler-be-chipped-or-die/
Bill Gates is the single greatest threat to your future. His entire agenda is to outlaw all gatherings until you are vaccinated and chipped so they know you are vaccinated. This man is conspiring to take down Western culture. …

5.4.20 – You can trust them:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kdlZxBmiMhUA/

8.6.2011 - Alex Jones Interviews Aaron Russo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3NA17C_CboA
In an historic final interview, filmmaker and music promoter Aaron Russo goes in depth on the insider-knowledge given to him by a member of the Rockefeller family. Russo was told-- prior to 9/11-- of plans to stage terror attacks, invade foreign nations, and kickstart a high-tech police state control grid that would track the populations' every move with implantable RFID microchips. This information-packed presentation is filled with never-before seen footage. Throughout the film, Alex Jones breaks down the latest activities of the New World Order and how it ties into what Russo predicted. Aaron explains how the elite created the women’s liberation movement to break up the family and tax working women. Russo breaks down the deception of democracy-- which is nothing more than mob rule guaranteed to produce tyranny.

Covid-19 Babylon’s business plan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESaO6I_mWDA
Coronavirus - Rockefeller Foundation Plan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehTr6P5d4-E&fbclid=lwAR0nvSICZxn3zh3QkRTIYvTylLYQzcc6-nMOy0fJjhlsvD7xCj7zgkIVEfo

Bill Gates - microchip vaccine implants to fight coronavirus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=1k9LE5az_iY&fbclid=IwAR0nvSICZxn3zh3QkRTIYvTylLYQzcc6-nMOy0fJjhlsvD7xCj7zgkIVEfo

Bill Gates will fail 100000000% https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrongeconomics101/economics/bill-gates-will-fail/

The globalist mind virus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVrckUMUPAY

Please listen to what Anthony Patch said in 2014 about the Corona Virus and the vaccine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpdxTRpHSYQ&fbclid=lwAR1jxfdmTPkCLadSGCDTeRwcdkC0ZxI9llnxFx1Jkp59RuCfNqRkyiF8

6.4.20 FROM A CORRESPONDENT
FROM XXX: April 1 2020: This is NO April Fool's joke. The planet is in lock down as we battle the spread of the corona virus and try to minimize deaths from this disease. Very few people saw this coming and there has been a lot of discussion about why this virus became a pandemic so quickly. Lots of information provided on the internet and it is difficult to distinguish between fact and fiction. Time will tell which of the "conspiracy theories" are providing "accurate information". In the meantime, I think it is important to put the number of cases and the deaths from Covid-19 into perspective. Live information is provided on Worldometers.info. I just accessed it at 11 pm (EST) on April 1st, 2020 and this is the latest information from worldometer for the globe. Total Deaths this year = 14,810,426

Total Deaths due to the following causes (percent of total deaths).

1. communicable diseases – 3,268,793 (22%)
2. hunger – 2,816,117 (19%)
3. cancer – 2,068,012 (14%)
4. smoking – 1,258,755 (8.5%)
5. HIV/Aids – 423,291 (2.9%)
6. traffic accidents – 339,904 (2.3%)
7. malaria – 246,986 (1.7%)
8. water related diseases – 212,043 (1.4%)
9. seasonal flu – 122,424 (0.8%)
10. covid-19 – 47,245 (0.3%)

More people died from the flu than from covid-19 so far this year!
It took decades for governments to ban smoking in public places despite ample scientific evidence that smoking kills. It continues to kill and more people have died from smoking than from covid-19 this year.
People are dying from exposure to electrosmog and despite scientists and medical doctors and activists trying to delay the deployment of 5G (part of which includes mmwaves that have not been tested for long-term health effects) governments are moving full speed ahead during this pandemic. What prompted governments around the world to act so quickly for covid-19 when they remain blind, deaf and dumb about the hazards of microwave radiation?
More information from worldometer follows … visit https://magdahavas.com/putting-the-corona-virus-covid-19-deaths-into-perspective/

REPLY
Hello XXX,
The Worldometer certainly does offer a striking perspective. May I suggest, however, that comparison with more analogous scenarios, such as other global pandemics, might be more helpful than several items in the Worldometer list? It would seem so due to the transmissibility and
fear factors, which can be exploited to make people behave like sheep. One can't 'catch' cancer, hunger or even malaria (except under special conditions).

One big challenge, however, is which information to believe. I don't trust any, really.

About seasonal flu, CDC says

According to new estimates published today, between 291,000 and 646,000 people worldwide die from seasonal influenza-related respiratory illnesses each year, higher than a previous estimate of 250,000 to 500,000 and based on a robust, multinational survey.

At 122,424, the Worldometer varies significantly. The chart on this page (scroll down) is in line with CDC. “Typical” seasonal flu averages to about 470,000 globally. Seemingly responsible sources are cited. Numbers for this season’s flu are off the chart: .45 - 1.2 million deaths. Who knows? It’s all wide-ranging estimates.

W.H.O. is setting corona mortality at around 3.4%, which is closer to the math (c. 5%) gleaned from statistics here, where total corona deaths are 59,820 at writing. It’s been 4-5% all the way. They lower the rate based on the likelihood of an estimated number of asymptomatic infections.

In his ‘apology’ editorial in the NEJM, Fauci says that the most likely corona rate, at 1%, is closer to a bad seasonal flu at .1% - yet "ten times" the flu. But he omits that flu spreads much more rapidly to much greater numbers than corona has shown even even before the panic response (interesting is that the statistics indicate that incidence began to climb after lockdowns. So in the death stat, there seems to be an ‘equalizing tradeoff’ between flu infectiousness and corona virulence where ordinary flu is concerned.

In the arena of flu superbug pandemics, however, of which we’ve had several, but which they've never tried to kill the world for, corona at this point is a pussycat of infectiousness compared to 2009-10 Swine flu (60.8 million cases in U.S. alone), based on math from official corona statistics (which is all we have):

https://nssac.bii.virginia.edu/covid-19/dashboard/
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

Meanwhile the UK four-nation public health service has removed COVID-19 from its High Concern Infectious Disease (HCID) list. Of course, draconian measures are still called for :-) Which measures are threatening at worst a global depression to end all depressions.

One question is, could anyone 'cui bono' from a massive economic disaster? If so, could that entity have been instrumental in advancing so disproportionate a response? With official numbers not calling for the panic, what could be going on? I offer the following hypothesis.

With regard to the first part of your question, "What prompted governments around the world to act so quickly…" you’ve come to the right conspiracy theorist :-) I “graduated” to this condition from a flag-waving, system-believing America-the-Great patriot of the ’40’s, ’50’s and early ’60’s. Naturally, a believer in official history (like Columbus was a brave explorer who discovered “America”. Whereas, he was a torturing, murdering, genocidal rapist looking for riches).

What follows is some detail about the “prompt.” If anyone reads nothing else, please take the time to check out the last link.

The first thing I ever heard that cracked opened the door to questioning ‘authority,’ foreign policy, Good Guys, war, official history and the system was in my sophomore year of college. A fraternity brother, a near-genius IQ and International Relations major (who already knew all Lehigh had to teach but was there for the certificate), said to me one day in 1963, “If you want to know the reason for the Vietnam war, look into the oil and tin contracts being let.” I was stunned.

Shortly thereafter came Nov 22nd. Then, in a blink, it seems now, it was 1971 and the Pentagon Papers. The theorist was on his way to being fully born. Over the following years, I learned of and researched a supranational, hierarchical, compartmentalized power structure of ancient origin with a ruthless global agenda mediated through governments and their agencies, which have been laced with (infiltrated by) its operatives, and which are mistakenly thought to be the creators of their policy.

One definitive book on infiltration is America’s Secret Establishment (1986) by Hoover Institution Distinguished Professor of History Antony Sutton. It documents a century of infiltration, name by name, of “conditioned” operatives from a single secret society into key positions using money-power and influence. But not just Government. Politics, finance, education, entertainment, science, medicine, you name it. Fro example, one of the most vile, evil, execrable operatives ever to infiltrate the system is Henry Kissinger (more about him later).
In his 1961 speech *The President and the Press*: Address before the American Newspaper Publishers Association, April 27, 1961, JFK said,

> The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. Well, the Freemasons and so many others would disagree. But you get the point.

Woodrow Wilson put it this way:

> "Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacturing are afraid of somebody, afraid of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive that they had better not speak above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it." - Woodrow Wilson, "The New Freedom" (1913).

Peace activist John Lennon put it this way:

> "Our society is run by insane people for insane objectives. I think we're being run by maniacs for maniacal ends and I think I'm liable to be put away as insane for expressing that. That's what's insane about it." - John Lennon

Note: Society, not just government. Although "insane" and "maniac" are quite adequate words, I prefer the more specific "psychopath." And that's who's running the show. Generations of bred ones. A common conspiratorial term is "elite." I use a capital E, Elites, to indicate the psychopaths at the pinnacle of power - a coterie, or cult if you will, of old money/old blood royal and aristocratic bloodlines traceable to antiquity. Almost all US presidents are in these bloodlines and hail back to two royals - King Alfred the Great, and Charlemagne.

One caveat. When considering the behavior of psychopaths, it is the gravest error to attempt any comparison with the common human psyche by saying, "No one would do such a thing." In fact, it's one thing they count on heavily. "Only the small secrets need to be protected. The big ones are kept secret by public disbelief." - Marshall McLuhan

Please indulge one more from Wilson:

> "I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is controlled by its system of credit. We have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and dominated Governments in the civilized world .... a Government by the opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men." - Woodrow Wilson, about signing the Federal Reserve Act (also 1913).

Please note "governments" there - plural.

In *Trilateral Over Washington* (1979), (the Trilateral Commission, an international Elite-front think tank and mechanism of influence founded by Elite psychopath David Rockefeller and Elite insider Zbigniew Brzezinski), Sutton also describes how power works in the system. Policy is handed from the top down through the hierarchy — in a model not unlike contracts from Mafia bosses to "triggermen" — to be executed by operatives, not all of whom, probably most, understand the overarching context — a psychopathic drive for total global domination and control of technohuman society. In a nutshell, the rapid global corona response is an "Elite" orchestration.

The pandemic is both an excuse and a distraction. There's a blatant and very concerning ramp-up of the Big Brother surveillance state. The Elite Agenda is a global surveillance/police state and direct human-control system. Global digital currency and all. You won't be able to lend a friend 10 bucks without them knowing (or AI knowing). Two related stories about what’s in the psychopath mind. Here’s a short demo of what just buying a pizza could be like in techno-world.

Elite go-fer Bill Gates (why he has gained so much influence - see the last link), whose enthusiasm for the poison needle is on trial in India, "...clearly believes the public will accept being branded with digital certificates as easily as they accepted barcodes on consumer items (what is pre-IoT) and that we will be required to carry "vaccine certificates" (which will no doubt be in our implanted microchip or cursed phone - without which in the new world, function would be impossible). Especially because the digital cashless society is a major plank in the control-system platform. Gates also sponsored *Event 201* which ‘predicted’ by weeks the corona outbreak and how the system should operate to control people and information.

Here's Trilateral founder "Zbig":

> "Another threat, less overt but no less basic, confronts liberal democracy. More directly linked to the impact of technology, it involves the gradual appearance of a more controlled and directed society. Such a society would be dominated by an elite whose claim to political power would rest
on allegedly superior scientific knowhow. Unhindered by the restraints of traditional liberal values, this elite would not hesitate to achieve its political ends by using the latest modern techniques for influencing public behavior and keeping society under close surveillance and control." - Zbigniew Brzezinski, “Between Two Ages” (1970)

Thus, the Agenda is rapidly developing in the technosphere.
A bit more:

One connection of all this to your comment about electrosmog is something rarely stressed on the Internet, where we see mostly hysteria about stopping “5G” and that corona is a cover for moving it forward. The very foundation of tyranny in the making is wireless technology per se - most emphatically not just 5G.

It's not hard to argue that tyranny was the fundamental purpose for the development of wireless telecom/WiFi and its implementation with full knowledge of harm in the first place. Telecom was a handy “cover” and addiction mechanism, while 4G is perfectly capable of managing total surveillance (practically a done deal) and ending liberty.

The foregoing is why “5G” per se opposition has been more damaging than beneficial. Please see the section The Real Reason for the Wireless “Season”? in Wireless Technology: Ultra Convenient. Endlessly Entertaining. Criminally Instigated. Terminally Pathological. (needs revision). 5Gmmw adds mostly the ‘real-time’ aspect, which is not necessary, but still handy, for total enslavement. However, barring satellites, 5Gmmw is destined for populous area only.

And '5G4G' (sub-6 GHz 5G) with 35% more speed, could handle IoT, according to two Qualcomm techs. Propaganda? Careless chatter? Who knows.

Magda, you say “…includes mmwaves that have not been tested for long-term health effects…” I would appreciate knowing which G has been so tested and by whom. Certainly not by 'authority'? They wouldn’t accept anyone else’s test, so what’s the point? Except as noted in the 1981 W.H.O. document, after which the heating coverup began. Official testing covers all frequencies from 0 to 300 GHz. Thus, haven’t “5G” frequencies been ‘tested’ indeed? I find it challenging to make sense of this claim - as well as “5G is a weapon;” “Small cells are not small”; and especially the popular, ‘24/7 inescapable high-frequency pulsed radiation from close proximity - whether you use it or not.’ 5G mmWave massive MIMO antennas don’t operate always-on. It’s on-demand. And they don’t broadcast everywhere like 2G-4G, but aim at devices (beam forming) - only when they call for it. Which is another reason “5G” per se opposition has misinformed and has been more damaging than beneficial.

Sprint will be using 2.5 GHz nationwide mobile. It can use massive MIMO, and can also be mounted on macro towers due to the low frequency/large cell. Don't know if MIMO will be used on macro towers. Getting such detail is excruciating.

I don’t suggest 5Gmmw is not harmful, just the ill-advised opposition and the intimation that we can live with 4G “as safely as possible.” With regard to the second part of your question, “...when they remain blind, deaf and dumb about the hazards of microwave radiation?” Two-part answer: 1) They’re Elite moles or are being controlled by other infiltrators (blackmail a common method) 2) Any who are not controlled haven’t been told the whole truth about the hazards by the majority of the international EMF scientist community: Namely, there is no safe level of exposure. "Biologically based exposure limit" is an oxymoron.

Two operatives mentioned herein are Gates and Kissinger. The two have now joined tentacles to advance the Agenda described, based on COVID terror, which we can now call COVID-1984. An excellent job there collecting numerous links that support the hypothesis presented here. “Time will tell” you say, which conspiracy is true. If this one, we’d better not just sit around and wait. When the waiting’s over, so will life as we know it be over.

As the control-system scenario develops, science is going to be taking more and more of a back seat - in making any ‘preventive’ or mitigating difference - to power, politics, propaganda and the dominance of technology. We’re all soldiers now in a new world of conspiracy fact.

__________________________________________________________

CONTROLLED OPPOSITION?

18
PLEASE STOP! Conspiracy theories are hurting, not helping: https://www.5gcrisis.com/
This is doing more harm than good.
Over the past few days, the PR machines of the wireless industry have ramped up their news feeds, making sure that every news outlet in the world gets this message loud and clear:
Opponents of 5G are crazy, even blaming 5G for COVID-19!
This perception, being burned into the mindsets of decision makers in Washington, medical and science reporters and the general public, makes our job of pushing back against 5G infinitely more difficult.
The fact is there is NO credible, evidence-based science to support the conclusion that 5G is responsible for the worldwide pandemic.
Yes, there are thousands of studies showing that RF microwave radiation can have severe biological impacts, but there is no proof of a link to COVID19.

__________

ESSENTIAL READING

Summary of Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life (8 languages):
Andrew Michrowski (email message): We know very well Arthur Firstenberg, and even helped him flee New York City to Canada weeks after his affectation from the first cellphone start-up there in 2001 (when he witnessed numerous deaths and severe intense care cases peak up in the immediate days of the first generation of wireless communications). We had to post bail (and sponsorship) at the border to let him live in respite in Ottawa, until he recovered and eventually was able to move on to California in a safe place.
His work is important and influential. It is part of the international networking mosaic for a remediation of the affectation of EMF on planetary life.

__________

5G ROLLOUT

Information: http://toxi.com/5g

FROM A CORRESPONDENT: Phone12 is going to be the first phone using 60GHz. We must insist on 60GHz research re oxygen uptake

NEW ZEALAND – 7.4.20 – https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/government-enables-early-access-5g-spectrum
The Government has given the go ahead to enable further development of 5G networks by making appropriate spectrum available.
The Broadcasting, Communications and Digital Media Minister, Kris Faafoi, has confirmed Cabinet approval for the allocation of short-term rights to an unused portion of 3.5 GHz spectrum.
3.5GHz is the first spectrum band to be allocated for high speed 5G data services.
Short-term rights will run from mid-2020 to 31 October 2022.
"Early access to this spectrum will allow the telecommunications industry to move forward in their development and deployment of 5G services now, rather than waiting until long-term rights are switched on in November 2022," Kris Faafoi said.
Lots of towers going up here...but in theory no Wi-Gig on the horizon (60GHz).
BELGIUM - 31.3.20 – Tomorrow Proximus is launching 5G-lite in more than 30 municipalities: https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2020/03/31/proximus-lanceert-5g/?fbclid=IwAR0RyzTRm4fuB3vnh5Rz2QPKT1pMZxGtvodSsCiTdRupeN3cXbWyWCg-RiE

ROUGH TRANSLATION

Proximus will, from tomorrow, be a "light" version of the 5G network will offer more than 30 municipalities. A subscription to the high-speed mobile internet access will be 49,99 euros per month for this expense. In order to be able to take advantage of the extra speed of internet connection, you will have a special phone with which Proximus is starting tomorrow and will sell out. In addition, Proximus offers its plans to make over the next few years, a fixed fibre-optic network, express check-in, to submit.

Proximus will be tomorrow, 5G-lite will be launched. The new technology has a long way to make sure that customers are more quickly able to surf the Internet on a tablet device, a mobile phone or a laptop computer. Today, those who are on the mobile web, usually do it on the 4G networks, with 5G that would be up to 100 times faster than should have been.

The real 5G is not yet at Proximus, as this would have 5G antennas are to be used. There are special licenses from the government that have yet to be auctioned among the operators. However, the speed of the 5G "light" will be significantly higher than that of the 4G networks.

Limited coverage

Starting tomorrow, customers in more than 30 cities across the country to be able to make use of the mobile internet.

Among other things, in Bruges, Leuven, Mechelen, Ostend, people will use the new proximus networks, to be able to surf, but that's not to say that the municipalities, at the same time totally covered and will be.

Curiously, it will not be in the centre of Brussels, Antwerp, and Ghent, Belgium. Brussels, there will be coverage in the vicinity of the airport. In Antwerp, there will be coverage in any part of the harbour. (Be sure to read the card).

A map showing availability can be found on the website of the network.

A new device

In order to be able to make use of the new service is Proximus ' you have an unlimited plan, record of 49,99 euros) per month, as well as a phone, buy one that is compatible with the new network.

Proximus, to-morrow, via his webshop, all of one type of unit to sell in the Yes, you Find the X2-Pro. This will 1.199 euros, the costs of which customers are after the purchase of 100 euros, may be recovered through the cash back. In the coming months, there will be other equipment available.

The new network, Proximus will make use of the frequency bands that are currently in possession of it. That can be found on the existing antennas to be deployed, and to comply with the relevant guidelines for exposure to electromagnetic fields (emf), says the company.

Fiber optic

At the same time, Proximus, his ambitions are clearly made for the further development of its fibre-optic network in Belgium. With glasvezelskabels, fixed internet connection is a lot faster than it is now.
Proximus wants to be the fibre-optic network over the next few years, faster in construction than previously planned, so that by the year 2025 about 2.4 million homes are connected to fibre optic cables. At first it was 2030 as the target date. It will come in the next few years, hence a lot of streets, construction of the new wires or cables.

6.4.20 – Another report that 5G base stations use way more energy than 4G. Will costs be passed on to the public?: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/another-report-that-5g-base-stations-use-way-more-energy-than-4g-will-costs-be-passed-on-to-the-public.html?utm_source=Activist%20Post%20Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9b0a7e9ef2-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-9b0a7e9ef2-388367887


Francois Vantablack Sériné: https://www.facebook.com/francois.serine/posts/10220953922386795

Pendant que tout le monde attend sagement confiné à la maison, ils nous préparent en cachette de belles surprises pour la libération. (Durée des installations prévue, 1 à 2 mois).

Pose de nouveaux radars tronçon, déploiement massif de puissantes antennes 5G aux effets indésirables sur la santé et la faune planquées de partout (mise en service prévu en ce moment dans le monde), des nouvelles caméras avec reconnaissance faciales, le vote de nouvelles lois sur les libertés individuelles, ... Et en prime, un "bon" cocktail dans un vaccin qui risque d'être "fortement recommandé" en guise de bienvenue dans le nouveau monde. Alors vrai épidémie ou belle carotte?

ROUGH TRANSLATION

While everyone is patiently waiting confined to the house, they secretly prepare us beautiful surprises for release. (Expected installation time, 1-2 months).

Laying new stretch radars, massive deployment of powerful 5G antennas to adverse effects on health and Wildlife stashed from anywhere (planned commissioning right now in the world), new cameras with facial recognition, the vote of new laws on individual freedoms,... And as a bonus, a"good "cocktail in a vaccine that risks being "highly recommended" as a welcome to the new world. So real epidemic or beautiful carrot?

___________________

DIGITAL CURRENCY


The reset: not all at once; step by step
When this highly destructive farce is over, there are several ways things could go. In this article, I describe one path.

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Bank (WB) are joined at the hip. In 2018, they double-knotted their ties by forming a partnership to monitor outbreaks and epidemics before they spread. Basically, behind the scenes, the deal looks like this: WHO creates the illusion of global epidemics; WB steps in later, to pick up the pieces of the result—injured national economies—by shelling out loans to governments.

These loans always carry conditions. The prime condition is: let in private, roaming, foreign, predatory, private investors so they can take over vital sectors of a nation: energy, agriculture, water, etc.
But this time, WHO, as planned, has gone ballistic. The lockdowns are shredding economies. It’s not going to be “here’s a loan.” It’s more on the order of: we have to bail out everybody.

How is that done?

Step by step, through switching over one kind of illusory money for another kind of illusory money. “We invented one kind of money out of thin air, and it reached the end of the line. Now we have to invent another kind of all new money out of thin air.”

Universal guaranteed income (UGI). Eventually, for everyone. …

**DISINFORMATION**

Note from the compiler: Why the video purporting to be from a former boss of Vodafone is disinformation, in my view:

1. We have no proof he ever worked for Vodafone.
2. He gets the 5G frequencies wrong.
3. He says that it is inevitable that all of this is going to happen. This is predictive programming to disempower you. We are stopping this in its tracks.

5G Ex Head of Vodafone Explains with a Spiritual approach:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTj-CEi6L0A

Coronavirus: Scientists brand 5G claims ‘complete rubbish’  
Rachel Schraer & Eleanor Lawrie, BBC News, Apr 5, 2020:  

Coronavirus: Tech firms summoned over ‘crackpot’ 5G conspiracies  
Leo Kelion, BBC News, Apr 5, 2020:  

Coronavirus: NHS director ‘outraged and disgusted’ at 5G conspiracy attacks.  
A prominent scientist has accused celebrities of “fanning the flames” of conspiracy theories linking the outbreak to 5G masts.  
Alexander Martin, Sky News, Apr 5, 2020:  

UK Phone Masts Are Being Set On Fire Over ‘Dangerous’ 5G Coronavirus Conspiracies  
Carly Page, Forbes, Apr 5, 2020:  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlypage/2020/04/05/uk-phone-masts-are-being-set-on-fire-over-dangerous-5g-coronavirus-conspiracies/#797482d41bfe

People are saying coronavirus is a cover up for 5G – here’s why it’s not  
Rachel Kennedy, Euronews, Apr 5, 2020:  
https://www.euronews.com/2020/04/04/is-coronavirus-a-cover-up-for-deadly-effects-of-5g-technology-euronews-answers

U.K. Cellphone Towers Ablaze As Conspiracy Theories Link 5G Networks To COVID-19  
Jason Slotkin, NPR, April 4, 2020:  

5G coronavirus conspiracy theory is dangerous fake nonsense, UK says  
Guy Faulconbridge & Kate Holton, Reuters (London), Apr 4, 2020:  
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-britain-5g/uk-says-5g-coronavirus-conspiracy-theory-is-disgusting-fake-nonsense-idUSKBN21M0MS?il=0

UK says 5G coronavirus conspiracy theory is disgusting fake nonsense  
The conspiracy theory that 5G mobile telecommunications masts play a role in spreading the novel coronavirus is disgusting fake news and completely false, Britain said on Saturday.  
Reuters (Jerusalem), Apr 4, 2020  
https://www.jpost.com/omg/uk-says-5g-coronavirus-conspiracy-theory-is-disgusting-fake-nonsense-623574


Jim Waterston, The Guardian, Apr 2, 2020. " Baseless suggestions that coronavirus is linked to 5G have spread widely in recent weeks on WhatsApp, Facebook groups, and on the fast-growing community website NextDoor…" https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/apr/02/uk-media-outlets-told-not-to-promote-baseless-5g-coronavirus-theories


YouTube Video Suggests 5G Internet Causes Coronavirus and People Are Falling for It Kelly Wynne, Newsweek, Mar 19, 2020: https://www.newsweek.com/youtube-video-suggests-5g-internet-causes-coronavirus-people-are-falling-it-149332

___________________

DISSENT

7.4.20 – Portugal petition: Now 2 more 5G petitions going viral, among the 10 petitions trending in my country, 2 petitions about the same subject: https://peticaopublica.com/default.aspx

6.4.20 - Dr. Shiva, GOP Candidate for Senate, Speaks Truth to Power — Former Spy Robert Steele Endorses Him: https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/unrig-video-1844-dr-shiva-gop-candidate-for-senate-speaks-truth-to-power-former-spy-robert-steele endorses-him/ Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai is an all-American patriot and thinker committed to the truth with some hard-hitting comments about Boston as the other center of the Deep State (NYC is still Ground Zero). In this 18 minute interview, you will learn what makes him a great American and how he hopes to help our President Make America Great Again, starting with firing Fauci, getting everyone back to work, ending all talk of mandatory vaccines, and killing BigPharma. He needs your help to overcome GOP opposition to his nomination. The first link below is his website. The second is his phenomenal letter to President Trump. And the third is how anyone in Massachusetts can submit a signature to get him on the ballot.

‘The classic symptoms of collective hysteria’ Former Supreme Court Justice, one of the greatest living legal minds, smashes the establishment consensus and attacks Corona hysteria: https://hitchensblog.mailonsunday.co.uk/2020/03/lord-sumption-speaks-against-hysteria-driven-government-policy-.html

"This is not a particularly dangerous bug" Warwick Uni Public Health Professor Sarah Stewart-Brown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF9Qi2aWosM

Peter Hitchens attacks coronavirus lockdown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e66-
A Tyranny on Steroids!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmhrdBhZwtU

"A step‐op is one in which the bad guys keep going, one intrusion after another. It isn't just West Nile, it's West Nile, then SARS, then Bird Flu, then Swine Flu. It's all one package, with the idea, in this case, that they'll slowly wear down the resistance and people will buy in, will buy the story, the lie. They want to people to OBEY. That's the whole essence of this op. OBEY. It isn't only about fake epidemics and getting vaccines. It's about operant training in OBEYING. Get it? In general. Obey us. We command, you go along." ~ Ellis Medavoy in interview with Jon Rappoport, from The Matrix Revealed

... But why listen to James Corbett, conspiracy theorist, or those silly Italian government health advisors on this matter? Well, I'm not alone in this suspicion of the official numbers. It turns out the “Our World in Data” research group that has been attempting to keep track of the coronavirus numbers has stopped using the World Health Organization’s data because “we found many errors in the data published by the WHO when we went through all the daily Situation Reports.”
And John Ioannidis — who Corbett Report listeners will remember launched the replication crisis in science with his landmark 2005 paper on “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False” — has recently come out questioning whether the current Covid-19 response is “A fiasco in the making.” As Ioannidis observes:
“The data collected so far on how many people are infected and how the epidemic is evolving are utterly unreliable. Given the limited testing to date, some deaths and probably the vast majority of infections due to SARS-CoV-2 are being missed. We don't know if we are failing to capture infections by a factor of three or 300. Three months after the outbreak emerged, most countries, including the U.S., lack the ability to test a large number of people and no countries have reliable data on the prevalence of the virus in a representative random sample of the general population.”

... Since we’re committing thoughtcrimes here, let’s be blunt: “Elderly Patient With Multiple Complications Dies After Contracting Respiratory Illness” is NOT a news story. It’s a daily fact of life. …

Never has so little done so much harm to so many - The Latest Coronavirus Attack Is A Cover for Restricting Our Health Freedoms By Scott C. Tips, NHF President: https://thenhf.com/2020/04/04/never-has-so-little-done-so-much-harm-to-so-many/

Mortality Rate?
In February 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) – never known for its accuracy or consistency – declared a “Pandemic” for the coronavirus and claimed that the mortality rate for the novel coronavirus disease now designated as COVID-19 was 3.4%, while that for the seasonal flu was 0.1%. Of course, the news media ran with those numbers and splashed scary headlines across the World stating how much more deadly this new virus was than the seasonal flu. The problem with WHO’s statement, however, was that they applied two different formulas for the two viruses. For the COVID-19 disease, for example, they simply didn’t count any of the mild cases of COVID-19 that resolved themselves; yet, they did with the seasonal flu. If WHO were to apply the same formula to seasonal flu cases as it did with COVID-19 cases, then the seasonal flu is revealed more truthfully as being twice as deadly as the COVID-19 virus.
In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) itself has stated that for the 2019-2020 flu season, 22,000 Americans have died of the seasonal flu while approximately 1,000 Americans have died to date of the COVID-19 flu. Even applying reported worldwide figures for COVID-19 deaths, we have under 7,000 deaths. That is still tragic, but the worldwide COVID-19 figures are far less worldwide than are the seasonal flu deaths in America alone! Not to even mention that the European death rates are lower so far in 2020 than those in 2017. And for all of this, the U.S. and State and local governments are willing to trash the American economy and destroy the domestic and international financial markets, most of which are based on the U.S. dollar? And why now? We must ask ourselves these questions because this drastic approach was not adopted during earlier epidemics with far more deadly viruses. So, why now? …

COVID-19 is the weakest of the seven serious flus and diseases (West Nile, SARS, Bird flu, Swine flu, Ebola, and Zika) we have had since 2002. So far, as mentioned above, it is even less deadly – by one-half – than the ordinary seasonal flu. Bob Luddy, writing for The American Spectator, went even further, “This season the flu has killed 22,000 Americans versus 388 dead from COVID-19. This is the hard data available. There has been no national discussion about the flu but complete panic on the coronavirus.” …

Belarus has been one of the few nations in the northern hemisphere to resist introducing nationwide quarantines and other large-scale restrictions in its battle with the new coronavirus, instead preferring a targeted response. Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko has expressed concerns over how powerful nations and interests may try to use the coronavirus pandemic to reshape the world to their own advantage.

“I once asked the question: is this pandemic, this coronavirus, a man-made phenomenon? I don’t know the answer yet, but I have my suspicions. Are politicians and others using this situation for their own purposes? You and I both know the answer to that question. You already see how it is used today... Doesn’t it seem to you that the powerful forces of the world would like to remake the world, without a ‘war’ (Emmanuel Macron has already called it a war), through this so-called ‘corona-psychosis’, or ‘info-demic’? Many people are asking: ‘what will happen after the pandemic?’” Lukashenko said, speaking to Mir TV in an interview airing Friday. Lukashenko has insisted that Belarus’s economy continue to operate as normal, even if this means risks to his political popularity, saying he could imagine what would happen to the country after the pandemic is over if it were to shut down. …

‘In this lockdown, dissent is a moral duty’ - Peter Hitchens: https://www.spiked-online.com/podcast-episode/in-this-lockdown-dissent-is-a-moral-duty/?fbclid=IwAR20S3GvJqhImSyN0zWMUwp4b3teKhyD1AfJ7bQ9mC_cS2ILRXkGYKjfls
Peter Hitchens, one of the most outspoken opponents of the coronavirus lockdown, joins spiked’s editor for the latest episode of The Brendan O’Neill Show. They discuss the rush to shut down democracy, dissent and the economy in response to Covid-19.
Experts questioning the Coronavirus panic:
https://jamesfetzer.org/2020/03/breaking-news-12-experts-questioning-the-coronavirus-panic/

___________________

5G HEALTH ASPECTS

7.4.20 – COVID and a 5G connection?: https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/07/covid-and-a-5g-connection/
In this article, I have comments on 5G wireless technology—not as an all-inclusive explanation for “COVID”—but as a possible explanation for what several doctors are observing in some patients in New York and Italy.
What are they observing? Extreme shortness of breath, life threatening, but without the usual indicators of respiratory failure or failure of the lungs to operate. The lungs can operate. The patients are apparently suffering from straight oxygen deprivation. Lack of oxygen. As if they were suddenly thrust into high altitude.
Several doctors are saying these patients must be given oxygen through breathing ventilators—but not at high pressure, because that could damage the lungs and even cause death. Instead, the increase in oxygen must be gently accomplished.
For example, an ER doctor in Brooklyn has made a video in which he describes what he calls a new dire situation. His name is Cameron Kyle-Sidell. Watch the video and listen to what he says. He warns that incorrect use of breathing ventilators could be harming and killing patients. https://www.youtube[dot]com/watch?v=1EWQPgF6-UQ https://www.youtube[dot]com/watch?v=QWaq8HoEROU
In Italy, several doctors are asserting a very similar, or identical, situation: “Covid-19 Does Not Lead to a ‘Typical’ Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome,” by Luciano Gattinoni1, Silvia Coppola, Massimo Cressoni3, Mattia Busana, Davide Chiumello:
“However, the patients with Covid-19 pneumonia…present an atypical form of the syndrome. Indeed, the primary characteristics we are observing (confirmed by colleagues in other hospitals), is the dissociation between their relatively well preserved lung mechanics and the severity of hypoxemia [abnormally low level of oxygen]...intubation [with breathing ventilators] should be prioritized to avoid excessive intrathoracic negative pressures and self-inflicted lung injury. After considering that, all we can do ventilating these patients is ‘buying time’ with minimum additional damage: the lowest possible PEEP [a method of ventilation in which airway pressure is maintained above atmospheric pressure] and gentle ventilation. We need to be patient.”
—Patients who aren’t suffering from respiratory failure, whose lungs are functioning, who are experiencing straight oxygen deprivation. What could explain that?
Here, from a 2001 rfglobalnet.com article, we may have a clue: “At the millimeter wave frequency of 60GHz, the absorption is very high, with 98 percent of the transmitted energy [from 5G waves] absorbed by atmospheric oxygen. While oxygen absorption at 60GHz severely limits range, it also eliminates interference between same frequency terminals.”
In other words, a) 60GHz is a very good frequency band for 5G transmissions, and b) nearly all of the 5G energy is absorbed by oxygen. Suppose that is also true for oxygen in the human body? What would be the effects of 5G transmissions on the body? Could these waves distort oxygen and/or its uptake by hemoglobin, which carries this vital element to cells of the body? Could the impairment create a straight oxygen deprivation in the body—without structurally affecting the lungs themselves—creating the new condition described by the doctors I’ve cited above?
—Add to all this—the fact that 60GHz is an unlicensed frequency band, which means that telecomm companies can use it without paying very large fees they would pay for licensed bands. Is 5G at 60GHz being deployed in New York, Italy, and Wuhan?
I should also add: these doctors ought to consider the use of hyperbaric oxygen chambers for their patients. The technicians, MDs, and researchers involved would need to be experts, and from what I’ve seen, not many are. Slap-dash formulaic use of hyperbaric oxygen won’t do. Harm could result. The apparatus itself is, of course, non-invasive.
Interested doctors could consult with Dr. Paul Harch at hbot.com.
7.4.20 - Parents: please help us push back against 5G: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-SJLv8x2hw

7.4.20 FROM A CORRESPONDENT - I posted the link to Dr Andrew Kaufmann’s interview where he states that cv19 has not been isolated (and explains about the exosomes), and on which David Icke bases part of his reasoning for Covid-19 not existing at all. I received a reply with these studies listed:
19 Feb https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7045880/
3 Mar https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.02.972935
27 Mar https://clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198-743X(20)30170-1/abstract
They do appear to suggest it has been isolated, but I am not knowledgeable enough to understand the technicalities.

Is 5G to partially blame for coronavirus deaths? Can 5G cause the blood that’s circulating in your body to be unable to carry oxygen?
What’s especially horrifying about the critical care of coronavirus patients is that they aren’t suffering from “viral pneumonia,” but rather from an inability to absorb or carry oxygen in the blood. This has been confirmed by NYC ICU emergency physician Cameron Kyle-Sidell, who has released several videos detailing how coronavirus is not a kind of viral pneumonia. “We’re treating the wrong disease,” he says. And the ventilators are damaging the lungs of patients. He explains: COVID-19 lung disease, as far as I can see, is not a pneumonia and should not be treated as one. Rather, it appears as if some kind of viral-induced disease most resembling high altitude sickness.
Is it as if tens of thousands of my fellow New Yorkers are on a plane at 30,000 feet at the cabin pressure is slowly being let out. These patients are slowly being starved of oxygen.
Watch him explain how coronavirus patients are dying from oxygen starvation, not from a viral pneumonia lung infection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo
What this emergency room physician makes clear is that coronavirus patients are dying from oxygen deprivation, not a classic scenario of viral pneumonia. The patients’ lungs work fine, in other words, and the ventilators are actually damaging their lungs by forcing excessive pressure into them.
How does blood transport oxygen in the first place?
How, exactly, can all these patients be starved of oxygen when their lungs are technically working just fine? To understand one possible answer, you have to first understand how the blood carries oxygen. It’s way more fascinating than you might have supposed.
When functioning normally, 1 molecule of hemoglobin binds with 4 molecules of oxygen, using iron (Fe2+), forming oxyhemoglobin. But this binding is only achieved because of something called “partial pressure” which means the concentration of oxygen in the lung tissues is higher than the concentration of oxygen on the hemoglobin molecule (roughly stated, this is simplified somewhat), so the oxygen “leaps” to the hemoglobin in order to equalize the partial pressures across the chasm.
But 5G radiation **alters the porosity of cell membranes**, allowing some molecules or ionic elements to move more easily across those members, *displacing* other molecules (or soluble gasses such as carbon dioxide) that might normally make that leap. For example, it is well documented that 5G radiation causes “Voltage Gated Ion Channels” (VGIC), specifically with calcium ions (VGCC), causing cellular toxicity due to too much calcium entering the cell walls and poisoning the cells.

The research on this was published in *Environmental Research* — [here’s the link](#) — and reveals that 5G exposure not only alters cell permeability (porosity), but also releases *peroxinitrites* in the body. These are inflammation-producing molecules that ravage other healthy molecules circulating in the blood.

As described by Natural News:

A thorough review of the available published science on wireless (WiFi) and electromagnetic frequency (EMF) exposure has identified at least seven different ways that WiFi and EMF microwave pollution actively harms the human body. Published in the journal *Environmental Research*, the peer-reviewed paper explains that exposure to WiFi signals, which are everywhere these days, can lead to: oxidative stress, sperm and testicular damage, neuropsychiatric effects including EEG (electroencephalogram) changes, apoptosis (programmed cell death), cellular DNA damage, endocrine changes, and calcium overload.

Note that coronavirus patients are already being observed with neuropsychiatric effects, testicular damage and oxidative stress, three of the symptoms of 5G exposure.

We just created this simple chart to point out the similarities between 5G exposure and coronavirus symptoms. Feel free to share everywhere, and link back to this article if possible:
Mass insanity due to psychiatric effects of cellular poisoning
We also know that 5G radiation and its effects on the cells of the body can lead to symptoms of insanity, hallucinations and even powerful personality changes. Interestingly, CNN’s Chris Cuomo already described bouts of hallucinations as he was battling the coronavirus, living in a high-5G city (NYC). As I wrote on Natural News last December:
5G radiation causes “neuropsychiatric” effects through a mechanism described as ion potentiation poisoning of brain cells, according to research published in Environmental Research. This results in behavioral changes and even personality changes among those who are routinely exposed, researchers found. In other words, 5G is a weapon system that doubles as a telecommunications infrastructure, but the real impact is to damage human brain function and destroy rationality, reason and civility, especially among those who live in high population cities where 5G towers are becoming ubiquitous. That’s why you may have noticed increased insanity and widespread mental derangement in those areas.

Part of this effect may also be due to the production of peroxynitrites, which are generated in the body’s cells upon exposure to the voltage emitted by 5G radiation, which is beamed at your body in a narrow cone of high-intensity energy. (5G antennae focus energy in a tight beam that follows you around.) We are already observing the coronavirus causing psychiatric effects, including zombie-like violent, aggressive behavior such as deliberately spitting and coughing on people.
How 5G radiation exposure alters the ability of red blood cells to carry oxygen
Getting back to the oxygen question, the answer to why 5G radiation exposure may alter the function of hemoglobin is found in understanding the **protein structure** of hemoglobin itself.

Hemoglobin relies on something called the “heme group” which is a complex molecule with iron (Fe²⁺) in its center. This is surrounded by something called a “porphyrin ring” which is a cluster of unique structures (made of oxygen, carbon and hydrogen) that has a special affinity for other oxygen atoms. The ability for oxygen to “leap” onto this molecule in the lungs depends entirely on the **structure** (which also implies the ionic charges) of these complex molecules.

One thing to note in all this is that without the presence of histidine, a special protein, this heme group would have higher affinity toward **carbon monoxide** than oxygen, meaning the entire heme group would be **occupied by carbon monoxide, blocking the absorption of oxygen**. Thus, the histidine presence is critical for allowing the heme group to bind with oxygen. If you mess with histidine, you end up forcing hemoglobin to carry CO instead of O₂, effectively creating oxygen deprivation in the blood.

This heme group, by the way, has special affinity for carbon dioxide, which allows the same molecule to carry CO₂ out of the body’s cells and transport CO₂ back to the lungs. Remember: The same hemoglobin molecule must carry both CO₂ and O₂ **but at different times**, and it must attract and then release those molecules at opposite times in order to rid the body of CO₂ and nourish the body with O₂. This is all accomplished with a delicate balance of proteins and protein folding.

The hemoglobin molecule itself is a miracle of nanotechnology. It transmorphs into two different structural states based on whether it’s carrying oxygen or not. In what’s called the “R-state,” this molecule is like a magnet for oxygen. When four oxygen atoms are bound, it becomes a highly stable structure (and appears red). Technically, the binding of a single molecule of oxygen (O₂) increases the affinity toward oxygen on the three other oxygen sites, making the hemoglobin “mop up” four oxygen molecules very quickly. When it lacks oxygen, it changes to a “T-state” and appears blue, which is why low-oxygen blood has a blue color.

The important thing to understand in all this is that **any alteration of the delicate structure of hemoglobin will impair its ability to bind with oxygen**.

Take a look at the hemoglobin molecule representation above, from APSUbiology.org, and note the heme groups which are positioned in four places across the molecule. The polypeptide chains are part of the transmorphing structure of the molecule that allows it to carry and release both CO₂ and O₂, depending on the partial pressures of the gases at different locations in the body (lungs vs. other cells). Note carefully that **any change in the structure of hemoglobin will cause it to stop functioning:**

Increasing the permeability of the hemoglobin molecule — i.e. its affinity toward other soluble gasses such as carbon dioxide — will “occupy” the hemoglobin molecule with the wrong substances, making it unable to absorb oxygen because it is not presenting in its “R-state” by the time the heart pumps the blood back to the lungs.
Stated another way, anything that significantly alters the *affinity* of hemoglobin toward other soluble gasses (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, or even ionic minerals in the blood) could “shut off” the ability of blood to carry oxygen by altering its atomic structure. **If you change the structure of the heme group, it no longer functions to transport oxygen.**

Because in the case of the heme group, the *structure is the function*. Perhaps this can only be appreciated by organic chemists, but this heme group is truly a miracle of nanotechnology. Here’s a diagram of how iron, histidine, the heme group and O₂ oxygen molecules interact with hemoglobin, which alters its structure depending on the “oxygenated” vs. “deoxygenated” forms: (via Biology.Kenyon.edu)

![Diagram of hemoglobin structure](https://via.Biology.Kenyon.edu)

**Can 5G exposure alter the structure of hemoglobin by increasing its affinity toward other molecules which are not O₂?**

The real question in all this is best phrased as I have asked it above. I doubt that we are dealing with a phenomenon where 5G radiation exposures blocks the ability of hemoglobin to carry oxygen, but rather occupies the hemoglobin molecule with other elements that *alter its structure and therefore its function*, inhibiting its ability to bind with oxygen.

This is very likely happening all across the world wherever 5G is currently functioning, it’s just that the coronavirus is now exacerbating the symptoms and conditions to the point where mass death is occurring.

In other words, the coronavirus pandemic would likely not be nearly as bad if 5G exposure / radiation pollution wasn’t already compromising the structure and function of hemoglobin cells in the bodies of people who live in 5G cities.

This doesn’t mean the coronavirus isn’t real, of course; just that **these two attacks on the human body have a synergistic effect** of toxicity and mortality.

**Conclusion: Humanity is committing suicide with 5G**

While I strongly disagree with those who are claiming there’s no such thing as a virus or that the coronavirus is a hoax, I do agree that the widespread deployment of 5G antennas is a kind of *suicide pact for the world*.

Just as the Romans built their aqueducts out of lead linings and thereby poisoned their own citizens, driving them insane with lead poisoning, the modern world of Big Tech and telecommunications is *mass poisoning humanity* with electropollution.

Right now, a lot of people are talking about the book, “The Invisible Rainbow” by John Kaminski, who believes coronavirus is an “electrical disease” and that 5G alone is causing all the mass deaths, not the virus. He writes things like, “The flu is not contagious” and “the quarantine is all a terrible hoax.”

Surely he is wrong on those claims, but he may not be wrong at all about the toxicity of electropollution and how 5G is actually a kind of “suicide system” that’s destroying humanity. This all deserves a tremendous amount of additional study, but because we **live in a world where Big Tech controls all the narratives and censors all those who question the safety of 5G,** it
now seems impossible for humanity to extricate itself from this mass suicide mission that has already been unleashed. And that doesn’t even cover the topic of vaccines. What if Bill Gates’ vaccines are being deliberately engineered to contain toxic substances that 5G exposure will push into the cells, causing widespread death from “binary” exposure and subsequent cell toxicity? It sure would be a simple way for Bill Gates to achieve his global depopulation dreams, all while administering a global IQ test that finds out which people are stupid enough to line up and be injected with a euthanasia weapon system. Watch my video here on how we can end this pandemic and end the lockdowns, too, by turning to nutrition and masks: Brighteon.com/bded5422-309d-48c7-859c-6de827faa8d7

Interviews with Professor Olle Johansson

A) Something strange, but good, has happened. The Danish TV company "dox.tv" made an interview with me in 2016 that never was released, for some unknown reason. But now they have done it (I just wonder why, what has happened?!), and if it can be of any use to you, please, find it enclosed. The interview is in English, it is slightly longer than 15 minutes, and can be viewed here: Lektor advarer mod elektronisk stråling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXWsyhPPiXU

B) I have recently - during the corona virus outbreak - visited lovely Denmark again, this time to a meeting organized by the Facebook group "Vi Siger Nej til 5G i Danmark", at Vanløse, Copenhagen, March 8, 2020. Professor Olle Johanssons foredrag på Borgermødet i København den 8. marts 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mw-A021cEg [this 48 minutes long lecture is in English] (In case you understand Danish and Swedish, their organization has put out a number of other, excellent videos here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHUZDfAjVvtgD0sehM6bVcw)

C) Furthermore, I have been participating in a huge number of fantastic interviews, very important video-based discussions, fabulous podcasts, radio programs, webinars, etc., but I will not overstrain your computer by overloading it with all of them. However, I just have to send you three videos (all in English; together making up approx. 1 hour) produced by the lovely and amazing Ms Christine Zips, as part of her "Listening2Reason, Fireside Chats":
Health Effects of EMF Radiation - Olle Johansson, PhD - 1/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvN6zE6XNmM
Health Effects of EMF Radiation - Olle Johansson, PhD - 2/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66LAn_9RxFg
Health Impacts from EMF Radiation - Olle Johansson, PhD - 3/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJb9GSFlzWg&t=165s

27.11.2019 - 5G safety: truth, lies & the BBC: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFHe-IlB7Es&t=2s
Claire Edwards interviews Prof Tom Butler about the recent BBC Click program on 5G

FROM A CORRESPONDENT
This article is a good start: https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/is-5g-a-deadly-trigger-for-the-coronavirus/
There are plenty of scientific papers now that reinforce this, and ozone therapy is now seen as an important adjunct treatment, especially in 5G zones where the vast majority of COVID-19 related deaths have occurred. Wuhan was the 5G flagship of the China fleet, we saw videos of people falling dead in the street, no spasms, seizures--hypoxia. Italy, lots of co-morbidities, but Milan & the entire Piedmont district have more 5G antennas than anywhere else in Europe. New York City is saturated with 3 different 5G networks, and 60 GHz [5g rf2] is used in hospital equipment communications.
Tejas’ http://stateofthenation.co/?p=9546 article is also good;
The WHO is colluding in a coverup, because they're all for 5G--it's the key to smart cities, internet of things, robotics, AI, mass surveillance etc. And Helen Clark knows what the WHO knows, because she went over there and had meetings with them (about which she no doubt signed their standard secrecy agreement) and came back here and immediately her protegé Jacinda locked the whole place down. And she will claim that the lockdown is why we won't get any deaths to speak of, although that actually is because we don't have 60GHz 5G! (Yet, I'm told...I went to the Geek Forum (last related post, 14 Feb)...learned that Chorus is conducting a 60Ghz test (Wi-Gig) but it didn't specify where in NZ. Someone posted, "Guys, your totally missing the bigger issue! 60G is like, 12 times as bad as 5G! think of all the radiation!"

So...5G "runs" on 2.4GHz, but the real damage to cells comes from the added 60GHz frequency, which requires lots of oxygen...and if you are already pulmonary compromised, in an environment where Wi-Gig is running, the likely cause of death will be hypoxia. But of course they are calling that conspiracy theory because it conflicts with their "official" narrative and if people really caught on they would lose trust in the fascist one-size-fits-all medical system...and ultimately in government. https://fossbytes.com/difference-2-4-ghz-5-ghz-wireless/

Joe imbriano: WiFi 6, The 6 GHz frequency - the war on Iodine and WiGig - the 60 GHz frequency and the war on oxygen: https://thefullertoninformer.com/wifi-6-the-6-ghz-frequency-the-war-on-iodine-and-wigig-the-60-ghz-frequency-and-the-war-on-oxygen/

This virus is a hoax. This is is a psychological warfare operation at all levels designed to close all access to everything all at once so they can conduct the massive 5G millimeter wave weaponry calibration.

All gathering places like theme parks, hotels, schools, universities, stadiums, churches, theatres, cruise ships, planes, trains, restaurants, and businesses. everything will be closed and off limits, even the streets at night.

This is being done so you cannot see all of the finishing touches going into the electromagnetic weaponry. The weaponry is going to undergo remote testing. They cannot have people in the places when it is tested because of the deadly effects it will have. The weaponry is being remotely tested and they are doing last minute installations where it has not gone in yet. It is being tuned, honed and prepared for the final throw on the switch and to put the finishing touches on the holes in coverage.

This is a massive weaponized frequency upgrade and infrastructure changeover. The technology being pushed now will attack both iodine and oxygen. I predicted this over 2 years ago and they are now getting ready to go live soon. The corona virus hoax is a red herring so they can work with no one paying attention to the weaponry as they make you bring even more of it into your home. When they turn on the oxygen molecule and iodine molecule frequencies in these wifi routers, access points and antenna arrays, you will see the deaths and they will blame on some bogus virus and will force the vaccines, quarantines and relocations.

They will not get away with this because we do not consent and we are already exposing them. They have overplayed their hand on this one.

The iodine molecule comprises two iodine atoms joined by a covalent bond. The molecules in solid iodine form a regular array with weak van der Waal's forces between molecules. Each carbon atom is covalently bonded to four other carbon atoms in an extended tetrahedral arrangement.

Gaseous iodine is composed of I2 molecules with an I–I bond length of 266.6 pm. The I–I bond is one of the longest single bonds known.

Iodine molecules absorb at 6 GHz
WiFi broadcasts at 6 GHz

Wi-Fi Alliance® brings Wi-Fi 6 into 6 GHz Wi-Fi 6E will rapidly deliver benefits in 6 GHz once available.

OXYGEN is a colorless and odorless molecule that is a gas at room temperature which is the basis for all life.

Molecular oxygen (O₂) is a diatomic molecule that is composed of two oxygen atoms held together by a covalent bond.

Oxygen absorbs at 60 GHz
Wi-Fi CERTIFIED WiGig™ expands the Wi-Fi® experience for virtual reality, multimedia streaming, gaming, wireless docking, and enterprise applications requiring high speed, data-intensive connections. WiGig® allows Wi-Fi devices to access the uncongested 60 GHz frequency band with wide channels to transmit data efficiently at multi-gigabit per second speeds.
Ladies and gentlemen, this will bring Disease X and result in the deaths and illness that will be blamed on the fake virus—this technology has not been deployed yet, Corona virus is a hoax, a dry run, a beta test, a practice, a war game if you will.

When they go live with 5G and these systems in a few years, when they are all up and running simultaneously, the results will be a repeat of 1918 death toll of 100 million people—which was also electromagnetically induced.

When they pull this off, when they flip the switch, people will drop like flies. They will blame a fake virus and they will force vaccines and quarantines, and body burnings on everyone. We must expose these facts that the electromagnetic weaponry being deployed on us by us is going to be used against us.

These technologies are weapons and these frequencies chosen by the sons of Cain are the most effective frequencies to induce symptoms of respiratory distress and neuroinvasive paralysis that will be blamed on a pathogen. I exposed this 2 years ago. This is their plan. We must stand and fight. They are behind schedule because of us. They are on the run and rushing to roll this all out!

In the name of Jesus Christ, may these abominations, these works of Satan and his workers be defeated.

An Introduction to 6-GHz Wi-Fi: https://community.tp-link.com/en/home/stories/detail/1018

… Regulators like the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) manage the limited spectrum bands with much care and consideration. As a result, most of the Wi-Fi traffic today is crowded into two frequency bands (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz).

This issue, however, won’t last long. The FCC has recently proposed rules to open up the 6 GHz band for unlicensed use. So what does this mean for the Wi-Fi Alliance, manufacturers, and customers? Hopefully, Wi-Fi devices able to operate on this brand new band are coming to your home sooner rather than later. …

[Note from the compiler: In my understanding, what become the standard is whatever is unlicensed, i.e. free to use. That is why 2.45 GHz became the standard for microwaves, and that is why 2.4 GHz became the standard for WiFi. Thus, it is to be expected that 6 GHz and 60 GHz, being unlicensed and therefore free to use, will both become standards. Such that the very frequencies that are most likely to kill you, one directly attacking iodine (6 GHz) and one attacking oxygen (60 GHz), are the ones that are left unlicensed. Well, whadda coincidence!]

Industry video on Wifi 6: https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/bQTc72t64z0
Delivers 10 Gps.
It’s beamforming: https://www.tp-link.com/at/home-networking/wifi-router/archer-ax10/
† Maximum wireless signal rates are the physical rates derived from IEEE Standard 802.11 specifications. Actual wireless data throughput, wireless coverage, and the number of connected devices are not guaranteed and will vary as a result of network conditions, client limitations, and environmental factors, including building materials, obstacles, volume and density of traffic, and client location.
‡ Use of 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6), and features including OFDMA, 1024-QAM, and BSS Color requires clients to also support those features.
§ 1000 Mbps internet speeds require compatible service plans and equipment.

20 June 2019 - What you should know about Wi-Fi 6 and the 6-GHz band: https://www.testandmeasurementtips.com/what-you-should-know-about-wi-fi-6-and-the-6-ghz-band/
While there are still interference issues to be resolved, new specifications for Wi-Fi in the 6-GHz band will bring instantly better wireless performance.
Wi-Fi technology turns 20 this year, and it has proven to be successful beyond the wildest expectations. The recent announcement by the FCC to consider allowing 1,200 MHz of spectrum in the 6 GHz band for unlicensed use, as well as similar work in the E.U., promises to free up enough spectrum to move Wi-Fi forward into a new era of high performance.
In late 2018, the FCC released a notice of proposed rulemaking to promote new opportunities for unlicensed use in portions of the 1,200 MHz of spectrum in the 5.925-7.125 (6 GHz) band. Wi-Fi users should rejoice, as Wi-Fi in the 6-GHz band could become a reality in 2020. To understand why this event is cause for celebration, we examine the reasons that make the 6 GHz band compelling for unlicensed use and why additional spectrum is so badly needed to sustain Wi-Fi growth.
Cisco’s annual Mobile Visual Networking Index (VNI) forecasts that by 2022, Wi-Fi will carry 51% of global IP traffic, more than any other wired or wireless access technology, while the total number of Wi-Fi hotspots (including home spots) is expected to reach 549 million by 2022. Devices on the same channel and on adjacent or overlapping channels can be part of the same contention domain.
Wi-Fi carries more internet traffic than any other wireless technology. And this took place despite an available frequency range of less than 600 MHz (70 MHz in the 2.4-GHz band, 500 MHz in the 5-GHz band). But a study commissioned by the Wi-Fi Alliance predicts an 800-MHz spectrum shortfall to handle traffic by 2020, with that shortfall growing to 1.12 GHz by 2025. The study stresses the importance of making available continuous spectrum to enable 160-MHz-wide channels (or future 320 MHz). The 6-GHz band and its 1,200 MHz of contiguous spectrum can fulfill the growth requirements, and this is why the FCC is currently considering it.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT: 60 GHz has been subjected to what you call "clinical trials" but in classified realms that are not publishable.

6.4.20 – Dana Ashlie - Video Removed & BBC inferred I lied. My 2 cents. They are using unlicensed frequencies, around 60 GHz and 800 MHz.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s&list=UUBizESL5Wcvcxs2eB6h0txQ

How you get a "virus" - Aajonus Vonderplanitz: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7eyZUu6rTo&fbclid=IwAR1ElsND_6TkXWuwbgMoAuV1gUggRl0zkkELUreAtFHkyN-Y4F-bJYphDY

__________________

HOAX

Germ Theory Deception Part 1
This is part one of a four part series entitled Germ Theory by Alex Loglia, and first airing in late November through early December of 1993. The series was broadcasted on the radio show The Hour of the Time. William Cooper, creator and host of The Hour of the Time, was heard on the air throughout the 90’s until his death by murder in 2001 shortly after the prediction of 911 just a few
months before the tragic events took place. See the link below for that video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEses...

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEsesnzDBvA>  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BN8iK DjIuoA&list=PL4E0Mj7lRQJXM_-4o8vVFmn_Y3hpDunis&index=2

**Germ Theory Deception Part 2**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9WBalu5URo&list=PL4E0Mj7lRQJXM_-4o8vVFmn_Y3hpDunis&index=3

**Germ Theory Deception Part 3**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hWCTqFAOGas&list=PL4E0Mj7lRQJXM_-4o8vVFmn_Y3hpDunis&index=4*

**Germ Theory Deception Part 4**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxewDaUsDT8&list=PL4E0Mj7lRQJXM_-4o8vVFmn_Y3hpDunis&index=5

Wow! Media caught red-handed using dummies in pandemic footage:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=CtNH3OBbmL4&fbclid=IwAR05Bu0mniwfo4xw c-ZdIciSLld2f5pprB05LxcB9v8GiQlePyt9YGrzrFtY&app=desktop

4.4.20 - From CDC Website: **Hospitals to list Covid-19 as cause of death even if it's "assumed to have caused or contributed to death" - lab tests not required**


___________________

**HUMOUR**
7.4.2020 - 60% of Americans cannot provide basic necessities if quarantined for 1 month: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/new-survey-60-of-americans-cannot-provide-basic-necessities-if-quarantined-for-1-month.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9b0a7e9ef2-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c797b76bd-9b0a7e9ef2-388387887

Fifty-eight percent of workers say they won’t be able to pay rent, buy groceries, or take care of essential bills (such as electricity and water) if quarantined for 30 days or less, according to a new survey from the Society for Human Research Management (SHRM) released Wednesday morning. One in five workers said they’d be unable to meet those basic financial needs in less than one week under quarantine.
That’s devastating considering we’ve already been under quarantine for going on four weeks, three weeks for some parts of the country. “This has a real impact on people’s lives and it’s creating a level of stress that cannot be overstated,” said Johnny C. Taylor Jr., the president and CEO of SHRM, noting that many Americans live “right on the margins of paycheck to paycheck.”


Americans grappling with the rapidly-spreading coronavirus purchased more guns last month than at any other point since the FBI began collecting data over 20 years ago. Why? With the death toll climbing every day and most of the country under some form of lockdown, many Americans seem to be turning to guns as part of their response. And it’s not just about fears over social disorder, say experts.

What do the figures show?
The FBI conducted 3.7m background checks in March 2020, the highest total since the instant background check programme began in 1998.
The figure represents an increase of 1.1m over March 2019.
On 21 March alone, 210,000 checks were done, the largest one-day record ever.
According to US media, the FBI data indicates that over two million guns were purchased in March alone.
Illinois led with nearly a half million sales, followed by Texas, Kentucky, Florida, and California.
Gun shops across the country report that they are unable to re-stock shelves quickly enough to cope with the rush.
The latest figure also tops the previous high of 3.3 million, which was set in December 2015 after the Obama administration raised the possibility of restricting assault rifles in the wake of a mass shooting in San Bernardino, California.

Why are sales skyrocketing?
According to Georgia State University law school professor Timothy Lytton, an expert on the US gun industry, most new gun sales are being motivated by two factors that have been spurred on by the coronavirus crisis.
The first is the concern that civil society - fire, police and health services - could be severely "eroded" someday, leading to a breakdown in law and order. In such a case, a gun can be viewed as a "self-help" survival tool, he says. …

7.4.20 US surgeon general warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment' as Americans face 'hardest week': https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/05/pearl-harbor-us-surgeon-general-coronavirus-deaths-donald-trump-white-house-briefing?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX01vcm5pbmdCcmllZmluZ1VLLTvMDQwNlg%3D%3D&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=MorningBriefingUK&CMP=morningbriefinguk_email

Trump echoed that idea in a White House briefing, but said there’s ‘a light at the end of the tunnel’

6.4.20 – UK - Boris Johnson - PM's move to ICU shows he's likely to have severe Covid-19: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/apr/06/pms-move-to-icu-shows-hes-likely-to-have-severe-covid-19

Boris Johnson likely to receive mechanical ventilation as he’s admitted to intensive care

COVID-19 is a condition of oxygen deprivation, not pneumonia… VENTILATORS may be causing the lung damage, not the virus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo AND https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-education/bombshell-plea-nyc-icu-doctor-covid-19-condition-oxygen-deprivation-not-pneumonia-ventilators-may?fbclid=IwAR2eN51oPdv5ns7232FKVg64n7_C2G179G8jtM0C014Jd8jsr6GaNNU2nk


NEW AND IMPORTANT WEBSITE: Lena’s Fabulous Frequencies: https://lenasfabulousfrequencies.com/
Dear Friends & Fighters for Human Liberty, Freedom, Authority & Autonomy,
GREETINGS!

What an incredible moment in time we are in. It is an understatement to say we could have seen this coming. I knew 2020 was going to be a marked year of transition of sorts, but didn’t expect it to happen with such velocity and ferocity - immediate upheavals in virtually every aspect of life, spirit, psyche, our routines both individual and planet-wide have been turned upside down, touching everything cosmic, earth, political, economic, social, cultural, and of course, electromagnetic, or energies to be specific. The earth is going through birthing pains and this is apparent in the magnetic polar shifts and weakening of the magnetic fields, and the time warp we all are sensing. It is going hyper speed, can you feel it? But an exciting time to be here as well. I hope every one of you are well and remaining secure and safe within the eye of the storm.

I am excited to announce the official launching of my website. It has been a difficult process that took much longer than I anticipated. I am not a tech whiz, nor ever expected myself to be one, so everything has been a steep learning curve. For the past five to six years I have been involved in a string of research projects of which I am now sharing the results. The first glimpse of my research began with the debut of a study on WiFi effects on a schoolteacher’s blood presentation at the Silicon Valley Health Institute last year, September 2019. With this website, I will be releasing a few more studies linked to the aftermath of the blood study and others, and behind a Patreon paywall, a document the "Notice of Liability for Non-Consent & Injury". The need for such documents declaring such tools, like the Notice of Liability (NoL), is more urgent than ever! Satellites are being deployed into space every two weeks and when they reach a certain goal, they will all be turned on at the same time broadcasting over the entire planet 5G millimeter wave frequencies. If that isn’t nefarious enough, we are discovering clandestine operations happening under cover where WiFi systems are being “upgraded” in certain schools with 5G technology, and that means a third chip - the 60 GHz. All of this is genocide and ecocide.

IMPORTANT REQUEST:

If you are one of the folks interested in receiving and using the "Notice of Liability", and you are particularly interested in either or both the satellites in space issue and or the 5G upgrade in schools issue, please respond to this email your interest. I am starting two interest groups 1.) No satellites in space and 2.) No 5G in schools. Your name/email will not be released en masse but kept private via Bcc messaging.

BACKGROUND & CURRENT SITUATION:

To give you a quick background on my involvement in writing the Notice of Liability, I was approached by Josh del Sol back in late 2017 if I could write the wireless version of the Notice of Liability for his InPower Movement group. I immediately said ‘yes’ because by that time, I had already completed my WiFi in schools ‘projects’ that produced terrible results. I felt this NoL will be the answer, my response in helping humanity out of this horrible mess currently and into the near future as the growth of wireless was going to literally explode. So I buried myself into deeper research, strategizing and producing a document like no one has ever seen. Indeed there has been no literature I could have ‘copied’. Everything about this twenty-seven page document has been ‘given’ to me through inspiration and perspiration (save the four pages regarding the “contracts” section). I guarantee you there is nothing like it. This document breathes and holds life and light and truth. It is the most powerful piece of literature I have ever written. Fast forward to today, Josh del Sol had left InPower Movement over a year ago, and so did I shortly after. I have not been tied to any ‘movement’ of any kind since then, and continue to resolutely refuse to getting myself involved in formal groups that may tie up my energies. What I have been blessed with during this time is a natural meeting of folks I connected with whom have been helping organically, providing expert advice, review and guidance on “the process” and the importance of correct follow through during and after the initial submittal of the NoL. About the NoL itself, it is not bound by borders, it is international in scope and covers anything wireless, including 5G/4G, and can be filed against any person involved in wireless deployment of any kind, for instance, school board trustees, city council members, owner of satellite deployment, the FCC, etc.

WHY PATREON?

I have been strongly advised by several trusted colleagues I need to put this NoL behind a paywall to protect it. The reasons are many. This will also enable me to coach the serious filers who want to process this weighty document correctly and thoroughly. This is for those who wish to see this
process through. I will be providing instructions for this including conducting live Q&A sessions regularly. It is not just handing a document to the respondents, but to file correctly with appropriate follow-through. It’s a process, and it must be done correctly in order for it to be effective.

Regarding what is on the website currently, for general public access, are key video interviews and a grassroots movement section. The grassroots section was created based on popular demand by those who knew of my grassroots development against 5G/4G had asked for my testimonies and letters as examples for their use in helping to fight the 5G/4G in their own city or county. What will also be on the main website will be my scientific research. The current article I am now working on is the WiFi in school’s blood study. This will be my next posting on the main website, accessible to the public. I had focused on completing the NoL first because of the need to file asap due to the massive numbers of new 5G/4G deployments all over the world.

6.4.20 - UK Column News:
In today's update they report the absolutely outrageous vaxx testing plans, it's at 38:45. And then right after it, at 40:12 they start to talk about the 5G connection, the Ofcom sanctioning and quoting an 2018 article published in The Lancet.

5.4.20 - New York State Senator Introduces Bill to Study 5G Health Risks: https://www.5gcrisis.com/post/new-york-state-senator-introduces-bill-to-study-5g-health-risks?
After hearing from many worried constituents, Senator Anna Kaplan of New York introduced a bill on March 3rd, 2020 to study the health and environmental impacts associated with exposure to 5G wireless radiation frequencies. The bill directs the Department of Health and the Department of Environmental Conservation, in cooperation with the Office of Technology Services, to "...jointly study and evaluate the health and environmental impacts of the implementation of fifth generation (5G) and future generation wireless systems technology and small cell distribution antenna systems in the state."

Read the bill here and encourage your state representatives to establish a commission to study the health and environmental effects of 5G today! All you have to do is send them this sample bill!

Rough translation from German

Just a new Layout, or papal genuflection?
Is Francis Prince, only the Bishop of Rome or the successor of the apostles, vicar of Christ? A layout change in the new Pontifical Yearbook, and an additional header questions. Is it just a different Typography, or a self-disempowerment? Unlike in previous editions of the Pontifical Yearbook, the various titles of the Pope are no longer listed in the published output for 2020 on the name of the incumbent, Jorge Mario Bergoglio,. Instead, they are at the bottom of the appropriate page, with a line delimited and italic overwritten: "Titoli storici" - "historic title".

"Francis, Bishop of Rome,"
As the vicar of Jesus Christ, successor of the Prince of the apostles, Supreme Pontiff of the universal Church, Primate of Italy, Archbishop and Metropolitan of the province of Rome, Sovereign of Vatican city state, servant of the servants of God are: ". On the page prior to that, Francis, Bishop of Rome:".

Although this year by the Vatican Secretariat of state issued "Annuario Pontificio" is just a directory; it has neither law nor teaching the compulsory character. Nevertheless, the change in the Layout - the title of the list itself is unchanged - with the addition of "historical title" for discussions.

Canonist Wolf wonder
"That irritated me a little," says the münster-based Church historian Hubert Wolf on demand, the Catholic news Agency (KNA). In his view, this editorial change-two readings: first: The title referred to grow the Bishop of Rome in the history of the course, you will continue to apply, but will be listed this Time, with the note "historical" in the biographical data of the incumbent. So, nothing changed. Otherwise, at second reading: The following titles are historical in the sense of passed, and are not relevant any more. Then successor of the Apostle would be Prince "" something like
"Erbruchsness" or "the coin master" - once important, today, missing Offices. The had but, Wolf, serious dogmatic and legal consequences.

The dogma of Infallibility of the Pope, for example, is justified by its direct, unbroken succession of the apostles Peter. Thus, the First Vatican Council (1869-1870) put it.

For this reason, cardinal Gerhard Ludwig Müller, speaking in the "daily post" (Friday) of a "theological barbarism." Here beings the provisions of the papal Primacy would be classified as a mere "historic title" under the biographical data of the current incumbent. In addition, they would be mixed with titles that have nothing to do with the primacy of the Pope, such as "Sovereign of the Vatican state".

Cov-19 Back2Human Edition by Nicholson1968:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpdxTRpHSYQ&fbclid=IwAR1jxfdmtTPkCLadSG-CDTeRwcdkCoZx19IlInsFx1Jkp59RuCfNqRkylF8

5G-led virus cover up of the weapon deployment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYCi5eynQbg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0zjKBKQYQLJoRnqvTX5-p4qdJW-v0naY7EnwYZF1Zs9_JdN44kA2e_4k

Snippet from a correspondent: trump+putin+china are signing blockchain currency backed by gold. https://www.israel-news.co.il/archives/22773

Israel: the communication office has started to go mad because councillors refuse to put more masts in their area, anyway there are many already and the government wants to force them to put more: https://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1001324525

UK: Coronavirus: More phone masts attacked as arsonists blame 5G:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/d43c7c9c-7754-11ea-a9b3-a42d54022bdc?shareToken=303eed82b830b55e24121da6a104da11

More UK phone masts have been attacked following a series of arson incidents linked to false claims that 5G communications technology is linked to the spread of the coronavirus outbreak. In the last 24 hours there have been four attacks on Vodafone’s mobile network, bringing the total number of incidents across the country including arson, attempted arson, criminal damage and vandalism to 20.

Last week blazes were reported at masts at Sparkhill in Birmingham, north Belfast, Atherton in Greater Manchester and Aintree in Liverpool. …

"Sadly, we have experienced cases of vandals setting fire to mobile masts, disrupting critical infrastructure and spreading false information suggesting a connection between 5G and the Covid-19 pandemic. There is no scientific evidence of any link between 5G and coronavirus. Fact. [Comment: it we had to wait for the scientific evidence, we would all be dead!]

… "Not only are these claims baseless, they are harmful for the people and businesses that rely on the continuity of our services. They have also led to the abuse of our engineers and, in some cases, prevented essential network maintenance taking place." …

Scientists have said the connection between Covid-19 and 5G is false and impossible. …

Professor Brendan Wren, professor of microbial pathogenesis at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine [who knows nothing about the effects of electromagnetic radiation on the body], said a connection between the phone masts and the virus would be "both a physical and biological impossibility".

[This is what Andrew Michrowski, one of the world's leading scientists, the world's leading expert on the work of Nikola Tesla, and a founder member of the Planetary Association for Clean Energy (PACE) has to say about the connection between 5G and Coronavirus: START OF QUOTE

It is known that viruses can be modified with microwave signalling. Thus, it can be reasoned that if a new set of microwave signalling (such as the advanced 5G Internet of Things (IoT) roll-out in Wuhan and Wenzhou late November 2019 was capable of modifying extant ambient viruses to ones that became "novel" and hence for which there is little immunity assembled in human populations.
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It would be very worthwhile to conduct scientific test to check whether this indeed did occur - and I believe such testing can be enacted rigorously and in due form for formal evidence.

The other aspect is the potentially predatory and combinatory nature of heterodyning signalling of multiple bandwidths and waveforms on the central nervous system.

Still another aspect is associated with the weakening of immunity with the addition of ever new frequency bands with each new “generation” of wireless communication technology. This may become apparent and clarified as to the exact range of parameters of affectation with meticulous analysis such as overlaps indicated in Italy - 5G siting & certain community coronavirus (and even other health issues) case reporting.

END OF QUOTE]

… Celebrities who are “fanning the flames” of the conspiracy theories should be ashamed, another scientist said. Woody Harrelson, who starred in the US TV series Cheers and Jason Gardiner, a former judge on Dancing on Ice on ITV, have shared theories.

Reprise

Composite map - data from https://www.thelocal.it/20200309/map-which-parts-of-italy-are-affected-by-coronavirus-outbreak (coronavirus cases, 9 March) and https://www.nperf.com/en/map/IT/-/103902.Wind-Tre-Mobile/signal/?ll=33.651208299204995&lg=1.8457031250000002&zoom=5 (most antennas are 4G rather than 5G, but see 5G antenna maps of Italian cities below) Note: this map is indicative only as the nperf website allows only one telco's antennas to be displayed at any one time.

Interaction Italy - antennas & coronavirus cases

https://www.thelocal.it/20200309/map-which-parts-of-italy-are-affected-by-coronavirus-outbreak


It is to be noted that Italy claims to be one year ahead of other countries in terms of the 5G rollout. It is further to be noted that the black spot for Coronavirus cases is Milan, and the greatest concentration of 5G antennas in Italy is in Milan. One may further note the spinal column pattern on both maps between Lombardy and the Veneto (between Milan and Venice), as well as the southern areas where few antennas are present, and in which there has been little to no incidence of Coronavirus.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT: This is how Italy reports number of deaths - https://youtu.be/VwSA6-384rs - all deaths in Italy reported as Covid-19 deaths - proof at https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/italy/. Very lively discussion under the video …
Italy 5G rollout as of 1 April 2020: [https://www.lifewire.com/5g-availability-world-4156244](https://www.lifewire.com/5g-availability-world-4156244)

Vodafone launched 5G in Italy in these five cities in June 2019: Naples, Bologna, Milan, Turin, and Rome. The company plans to roll out 5G to 100 cities by 2021. There are several 5G phones you can buy through Vodafone's website.

TIM (Telecom Italia), the largest telecom provider in Italy, made 5G available in Naples, Rome, and Turin as of July 5, 2019. Their 5G network went live in another six cities before the start of 2020: Milan, Bologna, Verona, Florence, Matera, and Bari. By 2021, 120 towns and cities will be covered with TIM's 5G network.

Iliad, in partnership with Nokia, will deploy 5G across Italy.

These maps of the US I received so I do not know the sources for the data on which they are based.

WUHAN super virus symptoms made worse by cell towers - 300,000 confirmed cases in USA: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbCrqaEjEpg&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=IwAR2CMl2TlumAH-TcyO90_fgMext9BDGE76vNHAjnOEEEnSooTr0zSCDFt0iE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbCrqaEjEpg&feature=emb_logo&fbclid=IwAR2CMl2TlumAH-TcyO90_fgMext9BDGE76vNHAjnOEEEnSooTr0zSCDFt0iE)

DNA Frequency Bioweapon Links Targeted Individuals to Artificial Intelligence Hive Mind Control Grid: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEgZgP9SMs&feature=emb_logo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEgZgP9SMs&feature=emb_logo)
Coronavirus: Boris Johnson urged to reconsider lockdown strategy by virus adviser: https://uk.news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-boris-johnson-urged-reconsider-230814319.html

5G Nurse Explains Frontline News:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEOG51dmQL0

Fear is the devil's most powerful weapon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OS5L32r-6H8

Covid is this generation’s WMD: https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/ukc-news-030420-covid19-latest?fbclid=IwAR0JxxPu615cCJHFH0VPWrchfsXvag7LlxEX5FBcgLeZ0tkz9kgdsA3KA54

Experts Warned 5G could cause flu symptoms:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/experts-warned-5g-could-cause-flu-symptoms-david-mortimer/?published=t

CoronaHoax pandemic proven fake... yet the lockdowns continue... here’s why: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1wIsMi8ryw&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1ahGqrU0HhN6gWDTyrh1SFcC_pXUEA6gpw2Hst0NLD9E2Np64nHw47A

Lord Sumption’s grave warning, ignored in almost all media coverage of his interview: https://twitter.com/ClarkeMicah/status/12450508738788851584

Lord Sumption, 30 March 2020:

“The real question is: is this serious enough to warrant putting most of our population into house imprisonment, wrecking our economy for an indefinite period, destroying businesses that honest and hardworking people have taken years to build up, saddling future generations with debt, depression, stress, heart attacks, suicides and unbelievable distress inflicted on millions of people who are not especially vulnerable and will suffer only mild symptoms or none at all?”

___________________

NUREMBERG II

Let's Get Them All! Gates Birx Fauci Soros all of them:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX_6Meeo9QFY

5.4.20 - W.H.O. Official: We may have to start removing people from their homes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gT1PxcxVhRE&feature=youtu.be

[Comment by compiler: First they brought you the War on Drugs, then the War on Terror, now in full technicolour with blow-by-blow reporting, it's the War on the Virus. Well, at least we have reverted to a concrete noun, although by all accounts its existence is worryingly nebulous. Unnamed, not very bright guy who works for an intergovernmental organisation (mostly funded by self-appointed depopulationist) – guilty of declaring a non-existent pandemic and trashing the entire world economy but with no power to promulgate domestic law – puts forward personal opinion with a totally straight face saying that people's homes should be invaded because of people who "may be sick" and they should be removed "in a safe and dignified manner".}
Somehow I have difficulty visualising this scenario. Not the forcible removal, you understand, I mean the "safe and dignified" part: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLirQXbJrNA

Who's paying this guy? Oh, sorry, of course, I just said so. It's Bill Gates. Well, if we can find this guy's name, let's find a slot for him at Nuremberg II, shall we? He seems an eminently suitable candidate. IBM punch cards, anyone?


RECOMMENDATIONS

From a correspondent: 4th phase water, blood, grounding, sunlight, nature, emf
Heart May Not Be a Pump: Dr. Thomas Cowan on Cardiovascular Disease: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFUomLdn9aQ

Prof. Olle Johansson, recommending a mobile phone-shielding product. Note from compiler: personally, I believe that mobile phones are dangerous killers and destroy the environment and they should all be destroyed. I therefore do not support the idea of keeping phones and protecting yourself from them. Even if you succeed to some extent in protecting yourself, what about everyone around you? What about the children? What about the insects? What about the trees, the water, and all life? What about all the electrohypersensitive people?

During the last weeks and months, I have received a lot of questions regarding the possible impact of 5G - as well as of 2G-4G - on human, animal and plant immune defence systems, and its possible relationship to the current covid-19 illness/corona virus outbreak. Many persons refer to various interesting hypotheses and/or wilder speculations, as well as to scientific reports, but they also ask about practical means to reduce the radiation levels from their cell phones, tablets, and WiFi routers, as a precautionary protective measure.

The only commercial company out on the market with such radiation reductions at hand, that are tested and proven to work by an independent, accredited specialist laboratory (Verkotan OY, Oulu, Finland), is:

Their various products reduce the radiation up to 99% (smart phone cases in aluminum), up to 77% (cell phone cases with graphene/aluminum net), up to 99% (router shields), and up to 75% (tablet cases), without significantly reducing the connectivity, or battery time. [*Graphene is the wonder material that gave its developers the Nobel Prize in Physics, 2010; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphene]

The cost for their different cases/shields is in the order of 25-75 USD (postage not included).
(N.B. I am not employed by the company RP of Sweden, nor do I receive any research money from them.)
SpaceX gets FCC license for 1 million satellite-broadband user terminals: https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/03/spacex-gets-fcc-license-for-1-million-satellite-broadband-user-terminals/

SpaceX now licensed to deploy 1 million of what Musk calls "UFOs on a stick."

SpaceX has received government approval to deploy up to 1 million user terminals in the United States for its Starlink satellite-broadband constellation. SpaceX asked the Federal Communications Commission for the license in February 2019, and the FCC announced its approval in a public notice last week. The FCC approval is for "a blanket license for the operation of up to 1,000,000 fixed earth stations that will communicate with [SpaceX's] non-geostationary orbit satellite system." The license is good for 15 years.

As SpaceX's application said, the earth stations are "user terminals [that] employ advanced phased-array beam-forming and digital-processing technologies to make highly efficient use of Ku-band spectrum resources by supporting highly directive, steered antenna beams that track the system's low-Earth orbit satellites."

SpaceX CEO Elon Musk described them in simpler terms at a satellite-industry conference a couple of weeks ago, saying the user terminals "look like a UFO on a stick" and will have actuators that let them point themselves in the right direction.

"It's very important that you don't need a specialist to install it," Musk said at the time. "The goal is that... there's just two instructions, and they can be done in either order: point at sky, plug in."

One million terminals would only cover a fraction of US homes, but SpaceX isn't necessarily looking to sign up huge portions of the US population. Musk said at the conference that Starlink will likely serve the "3 or 4 percent hardest-to-reach customers for telcos" and "people who simply have no connectivity right now, or the connectivity is really bad." Starlink won't have lots of customers in big cities like LA "because the bandwidth per cell is simply not high enough," he said.

We asked SpaceX today if it might eventually seek authorization for more than 1 million terminals for US customers and will update this article if we get an answer.

362 satellites launched so far

SpaceX already has FCC approval to launch up to 11,943 satellites. Unlike traditional broadband satellites, these will operate from low-Earth orbits and be capable of delivering high speeds and latencies of below 20ms. Starlink service is expected to be available in parts of the US this year, although it will take years to launch all the planned satellites.

It remains to be seen what impact the coronavirus pandemic has on SpaceX's Starlink plans. SpaceX has so far launched 362 satellites and has another launch of 60 satellites planned for April, but no date for the April launch has been announced.

While Starlink should be a welcome alternative for many US residents, particularly those without access to cable or fiber, the service may have a much bigger impact globally. As of 2018, just 58 percent of households worldwide had access to Internet service, according to an International Telecommunication Union and United Nations report. Mobile devices are the primary means of Internet access in low- and middle-income countries, and Starlink could bring real home Internet connections to many of those people for the first time if it is affordable.

OneWeb, one of SpaceX's primary satellite competitors, is reportedly considering filing for bankruptcy protection and said "it is inevitable that there will be delays to our launch schedule and satellite manufacturing due to increasing travel restrictions and the disruption of supply chains globally."

QUESTION FROM A CORRESPONDENT: Do you know if any of the 5G satellites have been activated yet? Are any 5G frequencies currently blasting the earth? This question has come up as some of us are working on the interrelationship of 5G and Covid-19 outbreak, and whether 5G may be a causal factor. Kindly let me know. If you do not know. then perhaps you can direct me to a person or link to obtain such information.

ANSWER FROM SCIENTIST:

Note the spectrum for the 5G:
The Russian Federation has observed, monitored and reported last October [2019] to the UN's ITU (International Telecommunications Union) the 5G bandwidth from satellites, finding that their strength exceeds engineering design expectations.

A possible correlation between CoViD-19 and 5G technology - which could be tested - is that since microwave signalling is known to modify viruses that when in Wuhan and Wenzhou, an advanced of 5G's Internet of Things infrastructure became municipally operational late November 2019 - and especially in hospitals there - an existing form of SARS may have been modified to a novel coronavirus, for there was no developed immunity in general population. This is further compounded by the fact that immunity in many of its aspects is lowered during exposure to existing generations of wireless communications. And immunity will be further impaired in zones, such as Lombardia and Venezia regions of Italy - which were the first in Europe, as I understand it - to install in recent months an initial form of 5G infrastructure - so people would have been forming in themselves the first immunological responses to new forms of combinatory waveforms, and frequency bands.

I know from very extensive and long-term studies at McGill University Institute Armand Frappier (Hans Seyle research unit) that any NEW microwave emission is instantaneously registered in the autonomous nerve system and can involve almost instantaneous regulation involving the endocrine, neurotransmitter and lymphatic, as deemed by the body to be necessary for normalization. This activity is demanding on the body's resources, and is especially responsive to non-linear signalling such as data files transmission - or a whole set of new communication systems' introduction - such as 5G or its emerging deployments. At McGill, they simply branded such biological activity as STRESS.

_________________

SOLUTIONS

Say NO to the Lockdown!!: https://60ghz.wordpress.com/#jp-carousel-77
Explanation of the background to this campaign: https://youtu.be/M6zFMwOX0uU?t=12040
The “NO” campaign is a peaceful world-wide grass roots movement. All you need to do to participate is click the picture below to print it out and hang it in your window where it can easily be seen from the outside.

If you wish to participate further, take a photograph of this poster hanging in your window or better still, one you've seen in somebody else's window and post it onto your social media and simply ask if anyone else has seen one. You'll be surprised at how many will soon begin popping up. That's all you need to do to make a difference.

(scroll down to the bottom of the page to print out the poster....but we strongly suggest and highly recommend you keep reading before you do)

This lock-down, pandemic scare, war on oil, economic collapse, martial law, forced vaccinations, flight cancellations and travel restrictions are all ONE orchestrated event to usher in the United Nations Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030, also known as the New World Order.

The desired outcome of these Agendas is the complete re-structuring of society as we know it. The following list is the UN’s published stated goals. Which of these will directly affect you, your family, your friends and community?

NEW WORLD ORDER
UN Agenda 21/2030 Mission Goals

One World Government
One World cashless Currency
One World Central Bank
One World Military
The end of national sovereignty
The end of ALL privately owned property
The end of the family unit
Depopulation, control of population growth and population density
Mandatory multiple vaccines
Universal basic income (austerity)
Microchipped society for purchasing, travel, tracking and controlling
Implementation of a world Social Credit System (like China has)
Trillions of appliances hooked into the 5G monitoring system (Internet of Things)
Government raised children
Government owned and controlled schools, Colleges, Universities
The end of private transportation, owning cars, etc.
All businesses owned by government/corporations
The restriction of nonessential air travel
Human beings concentrated into human settlement zones, cities
The end of irrigation
The end of private farms and grazing livestock
The end of single family homes
Restricted land use that serves human needs
The ban of natural non synthetic drugs and naturopathic medicine
The end of fossil fuels
Also Banned / Restricted

Judeo-Christian-Islamic religions
Ski resorts
Golf courses
Scuba diving
Modern hunting
Disturbance of soil surfaces (private gardening)
Fencing of pastures
Harvesting timber
Paved and tarred roads
Groups, clubs and "inappropriate social structures"
Consumerism

United Nations Conference on Environment & Development
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3 to 14 June 1992
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9. Protection of the atmosphere
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11. Combating deforestation
12. Managing fragile ecosystems: combating desertification and drought
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14. Promoting sustainable agriculture and rural development
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Dear friends,

Several years ago, I shared a vision on this website regarding the creation of a Ringing Cedars community that I wanted to bring into form. A number of years have elapsed since I wrote that original vision and I wanted to update it now.

Below is my recent inspiration. In sharing this with my readers, I am hopeful that someone, somewhere knows the right person or people who can help turn this dream into reality.

Through the Ringing Cedars books, I have learned about the science of images. I have come to understand that when we visualize the future we want to create, we can bring it into form. This is especially true if what we desire is for the good of all life.

And so it is that I have decided to share images with all of you in the hopes that maybe — just maybe — many (or all) of you will be drawn to these images and will contemplate them over the next several days, weeks, and months. If enough of us visualize this type of beautiful future, surely it will be made manifest on Earth.

And so, the vision in a nutshell goes like this: We are living in a Ringing Cedars settlement made up of people who are committed to restoring love on Earth. This settlement is sovereign territory where the dark forces have absolutely no power and no access. All residents of this community are busy preparing a Space of Love for their family and their children. Children born into this settlement will be conceived by parents who very much want them and who have prepared themselves physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually for the conscious conception, gestation, and birth of their children.

At the center of this community will be a world-renowned school where people from all over the world can come to study up on the best way to prepare for pregnancy, childbirth, and parenting. To this end, I have already created a curriculum and parenting program that people can participate in now. The school building itself will be large enough to house a magnificent library and also have several school sections — one for younger children and one for teens and young adults. The building will also house a world class, organic, vegetarian cafe serving fruit and produce grown in the settlement, as well as a shop selling homemade crafts and products of all kinds. The building might also be large enough to contain several rooms where healing treatments can take place.

Below are pictures of how I dream things might look. Most of the photos were taken at the Bayard Cutting Arboretum on Long Island, a place where I spend a great deal of time. Please enjoy what you see here. I truly hope you feel a rush of inspiration and joy when contemplating this type of future.

If you are hugely inspired by the vision, feel free to contact me at jeanicebarcelo@yahoo.com. And if you are in a financial position to make a donation, you can do so by clicking on the following link:
https://buynowplus.com/checkout/5d0c2b543391ac00004c0ca83

Sacred Fire was lit in our community on Thursday, March 16th, 2020 and burned for people to offer tobacco in prayer over 4 days and 4 nights. Ceremonial Elders, as their ancestors did in difficult times, gathered in a ceremony each day and night to get direction from the Spiritual Realm on how to deal with COVID-19 virus.

The language of Spirit (ceremony) tells us that a Messenger has come, a dark Messenger whose relatives are (to name a few): hatred among men (humans), all that which clouds the mind such as alcohol, drugs and substance abuse; violence and human conflict of all forms, and, most importantly, the disregard for Mother Earth as a living being. The Messenger is relentless, and no one is immune. It will continue to spread, and it will take many innocents’ lives.

The pandemic cannot be cured by medicine alone; it must be combined with good deeds, prayer, and humanity’s collective commitment to change its ways, most of all, its dedication to minimizing the damage it does to the Earth. The pollution of air and water must be addressed. It is by doing these things that a cure will come and humanity will have a better chance of surviving what’s yet to come.

**Key Messages from the Ceremonies:**

**Respect for Mother Earth and all Beings in Nature**
Mother Earth must be respected and honoured as a living being that she is, and all beings in Nature honoured and left alone in their natural habitat. Too many are kept in captivity (zoos, labs) where their suffering is immeasurable. Even those in their own natural habitat, they suffer because of what Man has done to Mother Earth. They lose their food, medicines, and other essentials they need to bring up their offspring. Their suffering does not allow their energy to flow freely with the rhythm of the Cosmos. As such, their restricted-energy propagates sickness in the world. Their energy must be allowed to resonate freely throughout the Universe as it should for healing to come to the world.

**Respect for Indigenous Peoples**
Indigenous peoples have been oppressed all too long and their voices not heard. During this dark period, all persons will experience what oppression feels like, the inability to access your essential needs, the land, medicine, what you love most, and what you need to be happy. From this experience, and with the will to honour all Indigenous peoples of the world, brighter light will shine upon the Earth for the betterment of humanity.

With regard to the current pandemic, the message for Indigenous peoples themselves is to use your traditional medicines that come from your homeland, sing your song and dance for life in your own way. Despite the suffering that you experienced in the past and in the present, the Great Spirit has never left you. As the Language of Spirit (ceremony) says, the Great Spirit has eyes on you from all Creation. His Spirit is present in his Creation, in the Sun, the Moon, the Stars, the wind, the rain. He is closer to you than the air that you breathe. Acknowledge him.

**Respect for Women**
Why are men more susceptible to the coronavirus? It has been said that the woman is the only Force in the Universe that can channel the human soul from the Spiritual Realm. She must be respected and honoured as such. In the world, women (even little girls) are abused, violated, sold for profit. Many are victims of human trafficking which goes against the Law that governs the Universe. Their suffering emits negative energy to the world that brings sickness. This must change.

A woman must be honoured always as a bearer of life, life-giver and nurturer. Be mindful of this Truth always: Without a woman, none of us would have life, today.

**Original Teachings**
At the beginning of time, like all other beings in the natural world, all nations of the world were given what our Elders call the “Original Teachings”, that if followed would help create and maintain balance and harmony in the world at all times. If heeded, those fully developed spiritually would — at the end of their Earth journey – be able to enter the Spirit World without the pains of physical death, as do all other species in Nature. To fully restore global balance and harmony, all nations must return to their roots on the Tree of Life and seek this knowledge. If we do not do this, we will be wiped out from the face of the earth and many souls may be lost.

**Humanity Must Evolve**
To work closely with the Great Spirit at all times, humanity must evolve in line with the Law that governs the Universe. For this to happen, all faiths in the world must evolve spiritually and in their own way. It’s only through deep spiritual knowledge and understanding that humans can evolve.

Coronavirus free breathing exercises by Patrick McKeown: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiwrgWQeDc

Wim Hof’s tips for Covid-19 quarantine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFPjKxiXORU

SURVEILLANCE

If everyone gets tested for the Coronavirus, their DNA will be biometrically mapped which means they can be tracked and targeted within the smart grid: https://twitter.com/ukfathers/status/1244623671563636738

Edward Snowden Live / CPH:DOX online / Privacy in the age of Coronavirus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9we6t2nOobw


Film IHuman mentioned in the above (also under AI here): https://cphdox.shift72.com/film/ihuman/

VACCINATIONS

25.3.20 - How we must respond to the coronavirus pandemic | Bill Gates: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xe8fIjxicoo&feature=youtu.be

Comment from a correspondent: here’s a “big player” wanting to save the population with their 7 new “bio-electric vaccines” each targeting different human ailments when combined with 5G. This is a confirmation of earlier today what David Icke was publicly announcing to the world’s people in his public announcement about COVID-19 and the vaccines coming.

6.4.20 – Dr. Fauci hopes to turn America into a vaccine police state: https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-05-dr-fauci-is-continuing-obamas-mission-vaccine-police-state.html

Dr. Fauci is a Bill Gates puppet and a propagandist for the toxic vaccine industry, and he’s trying to use his current position to censor coronavirus treatments that are available right now so that Americans suffer and die, creating huge demand for the coronavirus vaccine. It’s all about turning America into a vaccine police state. And so far, the plan is working. If Dr. Fauci succeeds, you will soon find yourself living in a Big Pharma-controlled vaccine slave camp where you have no right to a job, public transportation, banking services or anything else until you have your "vaccine papers."

Henry Kissinger and Bill Gates call for mass vaccination and global governance: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/henry-kissinger-and-bill-gates-call-for-mass-vaccination-and-global-governance/

Henry Kissinger & Bill Gates Call For Mass Vaccination & Global Governance
Spiro Skouras – 6.4.2020
https://youtu.be/c4Aps2NPe54?t=891
5G death towers will target victims based on their facebook profiles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbKMVS88a30&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1BfVMp13uVH FZ4wntsmqv7ReXpmKDou2SL4eFgcZ6y2BVIC1vuZdcoYDs

6.4.20 - How Coronavirus fooled everybody in the world - including WHO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFVNGugpquk
[Compiler: I don't endorse everything I include here.]

Appendix: discussion on Coronavirus symptoms

FROM TOXICOM BLOG: http://toxi.com/blogs/5e8a3609789e5238617fd0d3

"I witnessed these type of presentations when treating methemoglobinemia years ago as the hem rings are altered from Fe2+ to Fe3+ and not able to facilitate the CO2-O2 transfer. Toxic gases such as phosgene caused this & is what I treated back then with methyl blue in a kit to reverse what is essentially the patient suffocating at the cellular level or from inside of the body out. Well, the 5G millimeter frequency essentially causes the exact same pathology by hyper O2 molecule electron rotation blocking O2 transfer to the cells. Suffocating the patient from the cellular level or inside out. This Dr. is spot on with his observations. He simply is not aware of the effects of 5G."

Reprise: 4.4.20 Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell - COVID-19 Update: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn1RDd-KK9M&feature=youtu.be

Early April - UK: From the Head of ICU at the Royal Free. Please feel free to disseminate further.

"Dear All,
I have just finished a very useful ICU / NHS Nightingale teleconference, the aim of which was to consolidate experiences about CV19 and how best to manage the disease. I have provided a summary below. Please understand that the information is experience, not evidence. I think it highlights a number of areas that we need to discuss URGENTLY as a group. The take home message is that advice given at the beginning of this journey needs to be adapted as we learn more about CV19. The other important thing to begin to understand is that this disease has distinct phases and treatment will differ as patients move through these phases. The call had about 80 people on it, most listening. There were about ten "experts" invited to speak, from high volume centres. I represented our site. Others included Georges, GSST & Brompton.

Ventilation
- Early high PEEP is probably not the right strategy and may be harmful. This is not ARDS in the early phase of the illness.
- Avoid spontaneous ventilation early in ICU admission as also may be harmful.
- There is clear microvascular thrombosis happening in the pulmonary circulation, which leads to an increased dead space.
- Also some evidence of early pulmonary fibrosis reported from Italy, possibly oxygen related, possibly inflammation related.
- Not many patients have reached extubation yet in London, re-intubation seems to be common. I highlighted our experiences of airway swelling / stridor / reintubation.
- Brompton are seeing wedge infarcts in the lungs on imaging, along with pulmonary thrombosis without DVT.
- Proning is essential and should be done early. Don’t just do it once. Threshold for many centres is a PF ratio of 13, but all agreed, do it even earlier.
- Early on in the disease, the benefit of proning lasts < 4 hours when turned back to supine, as the disease progresses into a more ARDS type picture, the effect is more long lasting.
- Many centres using inhaled nitric oxide and prostacyclin with good effect. Tachyphylaxis with NO after 4-5 days.
- Generally people are using humidified circuits with HMEs.
- A very interesting thing they are doing at Georges is cohorting by phase of disease i.e. early, late, extubation / trachy. It involves more moving of patients but helps each team to focus on things more easily.
- Leak test before extubation is crucial, others are also seeing airway swelling.
- Wait longer than usual before extubating, high reintubation rates reported. Do not extubate if inflam markers still high.

*My conclusions from this are:*
- Less aggressive PEEP strategy at the beginning of the disease and go straight for proning.
- Thromboembolic disease is prevalent, look for it. No one is sure about whether we should anti-coagulate everyone, this is probably too risky.
- An extubation protocol is needed immediately.
- We should consider using inhaled prostacyclin again (like we previously did) as it seems to be working early in the disease.

**Fluid balance**

- All centres agreed that we are getting this wrong.
- Most patients come to ICU after a few days of illness where their temp was 38-40 and they were hyperventilating i.e. severely dehydrated.
- High rates of AKI being caused by over zealous driving with frusemide, leading to unnecessary CVVHF.
- Hypovolaemia leads to poor pulmonary perfusion and increased dead space.
- Centres echo‘ing their patients are seeing a lot of RV dysfunction without raised PA pressure.
- Many have improved oliguria by dropping the PEEP i.e. these patients are really hypovolaemic.
  [On nights I have observed many of our patients with a zero fluid balance and temperature of 39 i.e. they will be 2-3 litres negative in reality.]
- Most centres are therefore now backing off of strict zero balance, particularly in hyperpyrexia. They are moving more towards avoidance of large positive fluid balance.
- Lung ‘leak’ not as prominent in this disease as classic ARDS

*My conclusions from this are:*
- Avoid hypovolaemia as it will impede gas exchange and cause AKI. Progression to CVVHF increases mortality.
- Avoid hypervolaemia
- How we achieve this is difficult, but the frusemide and noradrenaline cocktail needs to be carefully tailored, especially in pyrexial patients.
- Echo patients to understand their volume status.

**Renal**

- Higher than predicted need for CVVHF - ? Due to excess hypovolaemia.
- Microthrombi in kidneys probably also contributing to AKI.
- CVVHF circuits clot frequently. Georges and Kings now fully anticoagulant the patient (rather than the circuit) as it is the only way they can prevent this. One centre using full dose LMWH as they have run out of pumps.
- Kings now beginning acute peritoneal dialysis as running out of CVVHF machines.

*My conclusions from this are:*
- Aggressive anticoagulant strategy required for CVVHF, potentially systemic.
- If we run out of machines, PD may / may not help (our previous experiences with it are not great, but I have no alternative other than using CVVHF like intermittent dialysis and sharing machines)

**Workforce**

- A ‘tactical commander’ is essential on every shift, who is not directly responsible the care of ICU patients.
- Most centres now getting towards 1:6 nursing ratio with high level of support workers on ICU.
- Training has largely fallen by the wayside as it is too large a task. People are being trained on the job.

*My conclusions from this are:*
- On call consultant to coordinate but not be responsible for patients (as is the model we have now adopted).
- We need one support worker per patient. Other centres are using everyone they have. From med students to dental hygienists. We are behind the curve ++ with this. Last time I was on a night shift, theatres were full of non-medical staff refusing to help ICU - this is unacceptable.

*There were some brief discussion about CPAP:*

- Proning patients on CPAP on the ward is very effective, I tried it the other day - worked wonders.
- Prolonged use of CPAP may (I stress the word may) lead to patients being more systemically unwell when they get to ICU.
- Considerable oxygen supply issues with old school CPAP systems.

*My conclusions from this are:
- As per local guidelines, assess the effectiveness of CPAP after an hour, if it isn’t effective then bail out and consider intubation.
- If effective, regular review is required. If at any point it is failing, bail out and consider ventilation.
- Whilst we may have a shortage of ventilators, holding people indefinitely on CPAP may be short-sighted as it may be converting single organ failure into multiple organ failure.

OK, that's all I have.

I will stress again that this is simply a summary of discussions, none of which are backed up by large, robust multi-centre RCTs.

My conclusions after each section are nothing more than suggestions to be discussed.

We need to adapt fast to what we learn about this disease and learn from our colleagues at other centre. We are all in this together and joined up thinking is required.

Lastly, we desperately need to look at our own data to understand whether we are getting this right or not.

Good luck, stay stay safe and be kind to one another.

Dan
Daniel Martin OBE
Macintosh Professor of Anaesthesia
Intensive Care Lead for High Consequence Infectious Diseases
Royal Free Hospital
London

4 connected emails
Email 1:
I watched your video on Covid-19 where you said the biomarker ferritin increased upon infection of the more lethal viral strain. The increase in ferritin puzzled me. But then I found a publication that is quite relevant.
This paper says that Covid-19 attacks the hemoglobin, releasing the iron: https://chemrxiv.org/articles/COVID-19_Disease_ORF8_and_Surface_Glycoprotein_Inhibit_Heme_Metabolism_by_Binding_to_Porphyrin/11938173/5?fbclid=IwAR1K5ouwRWhOCvo_rxS2_bYk7p3mT-OWXo8GXaaOtM13bzT8WI8MYftAI8

The serum ferritin increase is a coping mechanism to bind the free iron which would otherwise be quite toxic.
With hemoglobin destroyed, the patients are starved for oxygen, and their lungs get damaged from being unable to do their job exchanging CO₂ and O₂.
Ventilators may not be making much of a difference in patient outcome, because patients’ hemoglobin is dysfunctional!
This paper also explains why the anti-malarial drugs might work, at least in part, to protect hemoglobin in erythrocytes.
The link provided will get you to the abstract, and then you can click on the PDF to get the entire paper.

Email 2: "Because the novel coronavirus is dependent on porphyrins, it may originate from an ancient virus.".

Email 3:

10. Porphyrins and the Basis of Life
Any transformation of energy in the biological domain involves porphyrins [pigments made up of four pyrrole molecules]. The fact that our nerves are able to function properly is thanks in part to porphyrins, which play a role in our cell processes. These are special molecules that function as the interface between oxygen and life. These molecules are highly reactive and interact with toxic
metals or synthetic elements derived from oil, and with electromagnetic fields – which, in excess, cause porphyria, which is more an environmental sensitivity than a disease. Dr. William E. Morton's research showed that 90% of people with multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) are deficient in one form of porphyrin enzyme or another, as are electrohypersensitive individuals – which means that the two forms of sensitivity are only different manifestations, with one and the same cause. Porphyria, which was discovered in 1891, afflicts about 10% of today's population and first appeared at the same time as the general electrification of the western world from 1889 onwards. Porphyrins are central to the effects of electronic smog, because they not only cause EHS, MCS or porphyria, but also cardiovascular diseases, cancer and diabetes, as they are involved in a multitude of energetic biological processes.

In the 1960s, the biologists Allan Frey and Wlodzimierz Sedlak showed that our organisms definitely have a bioelectronic component, and that some of our cells sometimes behave like conductors or capacitors or semi-conductors (transistors), like the components that we find in our electronic devices. This is the case with myelin – the sheath that covers our nerves – which contains porphyrin bonded to zinc. Should environmental poisons such as chemical products or toxic metals affect this equilibrium, the myelin sheath will be damaged, which alters the excitability of the nerves it surrounds. The entire nervous system then becomes hyperresponsive to stimuli of all kinds, such as electromagnetic fields. The system enters a state of divergent instability, the effect becoming the cause.

Contrary to the view that mitochondria are the elements of our cells that produce energy, the concept of the myelin sheath as being one giant mitochondrion is beginning to gain credence. The connection between porphyria and zinc was discovered in the 1950s by Henry Peters, at Wisconsin Medical School. Patients suffering from porphyria and neurological symptoms were excreting a great deal of zinc in their urine, which led him to the idea that zinc chelation might improve their condition. He did indeed see an improvement, despite the widespread belief that zinc deficiency is related to those specific disorders. Similarly, certain experiments have shown that zinc chelation improves Alzheimer's disease. An Australian medical team demonstrated in autopsies that the brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease contained twice as much zinc as those of healthy patients.


Email 4:
I was intuiting that something was going on in the blood cells, in the iron, because the typical virus would not do all job. I was remembering the work of Clifford E Carnicom (Morgellons Research Project) about the altered blood, from Fe II to Fe III, maybe porphyrins are involved. If this is going on it can be found with spectrometry, as shown here.

[https://www.carnicominstitute.org/research_papers/](https://www.carnicominstitute.org/research_papers/)
This link is not available anymore but (http://www.princeton.edu/~cebic/ironIIvsIII.html) it says:

- **Like many elements, iron (chemical symbol Fe) can exist in more than one chemical form, or "oxidation state."** The two most common forms for iron are Fe(II), in which the iron ion shares two of its electrons, and Fe(III), in which it shares three electrons.

- **The oxidation state of iron is interesting and important, because it dramatically affects the solubility of iron in seawater.** Very long ago, in the earliest days of life on earth, there was little or no oxygen (O2).

- **As a result, iron was most often found in the Fe(II) state. Fe(II) is quite soluble in water, so in those days iron was probably readily available.** In those days cyanobacteria, photosynthetic microorganisms responsible for fixing much of the carbon in those early days and, concurrently, manufacturing the earth's oxygen-rich atmosphere, probably had no need for special machinery for harvesting the iron it needed to grow, reproduce, and do this important work. But as atmospheric oxygen increased, iron began to prefer the Fe(III) state, which is quite insoluble in sea water. Acquiring iron then became difficult, and microorganisms began to develop specialized machinery for iron acquisition.
This difference in solubility between Fe(II) and Fe(III) also means that iron acquisition tends to be much more of a problem for aerobic organisms than for anaerobic organisms, since anaerobic environments favor the more soluble Fe(II).